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Project Summary
The "A million H a for the future" project has developed a series o f workshops (based on adult learning principles) for use by
industry facilitators working with farmers. They outline salinity hazards and management options to farmers as part o f an
environmental improvement system.
The outputs from this project are available on the web and on CD and include an Introduction to Salinity workshop, STEP Tool
and workshops, Leakage calculator and other tools and information on best management practice for Lucerne, Perennial grasses,
Deep drainage, Surface water management and Grazing saline land.
General and targeted promotion o f these products has occurred via a range o f medium.
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Expected Outcome (Benefits)
A range o f educational tools, resources and processes that contribute to the development o f environmental improvement systems
where salinity is identified as the major land management issue are available for delivery to grain growers. These tools will help
farmers to make informed decisions with respect to managing salinity. This involves the assessment o f the hazard to themselves
and the wider community, evaluation o f the risk associated with the hazard and determining the appropriate management option
for their situation. This will impact o n whole farm profitability and sustainability into the future.
Management o f salinity will have two affects:- Firstly it will minimise the area o f land affected by salinity and its impact on crop production.
- Secondly, it will help to minimise the impact o f current farming practice on the development o f salinity.
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Outputs

Reproduce any outputs not previously reported against

Output 1

Planned delivery date

Achieved

31/12/2003

Yes

Description
Workshops developed to enable grain growers to use the Simulated Transitional Economic Planning (STEP) tool to determine the
financial implications associated with adopting salinity management practices.

Achievement details
The STEP model and support documentation was completed and piloted prior to the delivery date. A C D containing Workshop
development guides for facilitators (word format), user manual and additional supporting material was released with an overview
session at the Feb. 2005 Crop Updates for Agribusiness in Perth. The base model is available on request and completion o f training
from Caroline Peek or Megan Abrahams at the Geraldton D e p t intent o f Agriculture. Workshop development guides for
facilitators is also available on the Department o f Agriculture Web site as a PDF file. The 2nd and 3rd o f May 2005 saw the
official release o f all products to industry.

Achievement of commercialisation details
N o Commercialization o f the project is planned. Future training and copies o f the base model (with training) will be provided on
request.

Non-achievement details
All aspects achieved.

Target audience
The target audience o f the step workshops is industry facilitators and consultants working with fainter groups. There are options for
this model to be run for farmer groups or by farmers themselves to provide appraisal o f a range o f changes to current practice. This
can be used outside o f the salinity management scenario for which it was developed.

Delivery mechanism
Awareness has been created within industry. CD's and training for use o f the base model can be organised on request.
This product has been publicised and demonstrated to a range o f industry users.
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Planned delivery date

Achieved

31/10/2004

Yes

Description
A compilation o f salinity management information.

Achievement details
Information collated as hard copies and where available electronic copy. Utilised as part o f delivery o f Introduction Salinity
workshops held on Yorke Peninsula in Sept 2004 and CRC Salinity -AWB Landmark workshops @ Keith (April) and Clare (Sept).
Feedback indicated these resources o f value for farmers, AWB Landmark, Landcare and agency staff. Material to be provided with
SA copy o f final report. Intended users o f such - Landcare-NRM board staff, agency, corporate and private advisers when
delivering information and advice to farmers. Copies o f such material to be accessed from Ross Britton @ Rural Solutions SA,
Lenswood Centre, Lenswood SA. Will promote as part o f full M H A package- 2005.

Achievement of commercialisation details
N o commercialisation o f package is planned. Material will be provided to appropriate users and format on request and as part of
future agency and CRC -AWB Landmark workshops.

Non-achievement details
All aspects achieved.

Target audience
The target audience for the salinity information package will be agency, Landcare-NRM and corporate advisers/facilitators working
with individuals and/or farmer groups.

Delivery mechanism
Awareness has been created within agencies, landcare-NRM-Catchment bodies and industry and will be continued to be promoted
to and through these networks. Information package will be provided to such in an appropriate form on request.
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Output 3

Planned delivery date

Achieved

31/12/2004

Yes

Description
The development and publication o f a workshop series that assists grain growers to understand the risk o f salinity to their business
and determine the best available management options to manage the risk.

Achievement details
The Workshop development guide's for facilitators, Workshop manual for participants and presentation material has been
developed, piloted with grower groups in W A and SA. Workshop material has been published on the Department o f Agriculture's
web site (PDF format) and Microsoft word versions and PowerPoint material on the "A Million Ha for the Future" CD available
from the Depai tment o f Agriculture.
Workshops produced include Introduction to salinity, Lucerne - Is it for me, Perennial pastures -Are they for me, Surface water
management - Is it for me, Deep drainage - Is it for m e and Grazing saline land - Is it for me (only available within the Department
o f Agriculture).

Achievement of commercialisation details
N o Commercialisation o f the project is planned.

Non-achievement details

Target audience
Information on the Introduction to salinity workshops has been presented to industry facilitators working with farmer groups.
Feedback from the Product release (May 2005) indicated their potential to use the products for:
Individual training for new staff or update for existing staff— Regional N R M Catchment Councils, local government, funding
groups, advisors, bank staff, Government Dept. o f Agriculture, CALM, Environment, LCDC's, CLC's etc or
as a tool for Agribusiness (agronomists, consultants, contractors and other facilitators) to delivery to groups or individual farmers.

Delivery mechanism
This workshop and associated material has been publicised at 2 product releases, at major field days and Crop Updates in WA.
CD's have been produced and distributed widely within W A and SA and to numerous interstate government agencies.
Value adding to activities and information such as workshops, Grain and Graze and RCA.
Future funding for implementation GRDC & others.
The approach can be developed for a number o f other issues such as soil health, environment farm forestry etc. Direct linking CD
to web based information and training courses with TAFE, schools and Universities.
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Milestones
Milestone
number:

1

Planned achievement date

Achieved

30/04/2004

Yes

Description
Management committee established and meeting regularly.
Membership to represent W A and SA components o f project with contact bimonthly and a physical meeting at least 3 times per
year.
Meeting dates April 2003, December 2003, August 2003, December 2003 etc.

Briefly report against the project milestone. Progress against a milestone must be reported regardless of achievement status
WA and South Australian counterparts in monthly phone contact until Dec 04 at which point products completed and have
maintained regular in person meetings, meetings in June, July and September 04 and include the piloting o f workshops in South
Australia.

Milestone
number:

2

Planned achievement date

Achieved

30/04/2003

Yes

Description
Project development and delivery schedule.

Briefly report against the project milestone. Progress against a milestone must be reported regardless of achievement status
Completed and currently used by project team to guide work and review progress.

Milestone
number:

3

Planned achievement date

Achieved

30/06/2004

Yes

Description
Steering committee representing key stake holders including farmers from W A and SA established and meeting regularly.
Meeting dates June 2003; December 2003; June 2004.

Briefly report against the project milestone. Progress against a milestone must b e reported regardless of achievement status
Representatives met in Perth on July 8th 2003 with SA members being taken on a tour afterwards to see first hand W A salinity
issues. Representatives involved in telephone hook up on December 12, 2003. I n person steering committee meeting in Northam
WA on the 30th o f July 2004 (this was the fmal meeting with project due for completion at the end o f Dec 04) at which feedback
against milestones and draft workshop material was presented to the committee. Project was on track to meet its project outcomes.
Subsequently the project was extended with Final Report due at the end o f June 05 to enable delivery o f products to industry at
major extension activities in 2005. N o additional advisory group meetings needed.
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Milestone 4
number:

Planned achievement date

Achieved

30/06/2003

Yes

Description
Identification and development o f practical indicators for the Environmental Improvement System that show improvements in
salinity management.

Briefly report against the project milestone. Progress against a milestone must be reported regardless of achievement status
Discussion paper distributed to members o f Steering committee in August 2003. A number o f possible indicators have been
identified with area o f salinity management practice deemed to be best indicator for farmers at present, Indicator options included
in workshop process including the option o f using generic leakage calculator to set leakage reduction targets. Regional NRM
councils are currently setting resource condition and management target indicators that will be the targets for future R&D.

Milestone
5
number:

Planned achievement date

Achieved

31/12/2003

Yes

Description
Economic analysis tool developed for assessing the impact o f incorporating EIS practices.

Briefly report against the project milestone. Progress against a milestone must be reported regardless of achievement status

STEP model developed, users manual produced and workshops developed. Workshops tested in WA with farmers and future workshop facilitators and introduced
to the Edillile group in SA. A range of workshop processes developed to cater for different learning needs o f farmers. Training o f Dept of Agriculture farming
systems advisers and industry will be as required. This tool can be used to determine the transitional risk for any change in farming practice.
Workshop development guides for Facilitators and user manuals produced and available on Department of Agriculture web site and CD ROM. Financial analysis
o f key salinity management practices included in key practice workshops. Pilot evaluation report produced. Demonstrated at crop updates and product release
(2005) and paper presented at 1st National Salinity Engineering Conference 2004.

Milestone
6
number:

Planned achievement date

Achieved

30/11/2003

Yes

Description
Pilot testing o f introductory module o f EIS with grower groups.

Briefly report against the project milestone. Progress against a milestone must be reported regardless of achievement status
Pilot o f the Introduction to salinity workshop was run with a group o f farmers from Greenhills in W A on the 27th o f Feb 04
(Delayed from Nov 03 due to harvest). A standard format for evaluation o f pilot workshops was developed and used for all o f the
pilot workshops. This included at least 2 peers as onlookers, a review session with participants following the workshops and a
debrief with the presenter and reviewers at the end o f the session. Notes and recommendations from the participants and peer
reviewers was used to modify the workshop format, guides, manuals, presentation material and tools. Evaluation report attached.
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Milestone 7
number:

Planned achievement date

Achieved

30/04/2004

Yes

Description
Pilot test at least four key practice modules with grower groups.

Briefly report against the project milestone. Progress against a milestone must be reported regardless of achievement status
Five key practice workshops on lucerne, surface water management, perennial grasses, deep drainage and grazing o f saline land.
Have been completed in conjunction with technical experts. These workshops have each been piloted with a farmer groups in WA.
A standard format was used to evaluate workshops and develop recommendations for continuous improvement o f the workshops.
Notes and recommendations from the participants and peer reviewers was used to modify the workshop format, guides, manuals,
presentation material and tools. All bar the Surface Water Management (SWM) pilot workshops were run before the end o f April
2004. The SWM workshop was delayed with a change o f staff and seeding and was run in July 2004.

Milestone 8
number:

Planned achievement date

Achieved

31/07/2004

Yes

Description
Pilot test whole process with at least one grower group.
Criterion: Road testing o f tools, resources and processes with grower groups.

Briefly report against the project milestone. Progress against a milestone must be reported regardless of achievement status

The process was run by South Australian team in Sept and Oct 2004. The Introduction to salinity Workshop was run with the Winulta -Yorke valley and Minlaton - Ramsay groups in South Australia on the 29th and 30th
o f Sept 2004. The standard evaluation process was used with 2 members of the WA project team attending the workshops to provide consistency in process. The STEP workshop was run with the Edillilie Landcare/MHA
Group on the 13th October 2005
The process proved to be adaptable to the South Australian groups and presenters. SA participants expressed interest in the full STEP exercise with a number o f local farms for the Edillilie group to assess value of STEP.
Delivery o f this next phase not considered appropriate in early 2005 due to aftermath of LEP fires.
Evaluations included in the attached evaluation report.

Milestone 9
number:

Planned achievement date

Achieved

30/09/2004

Yes

Description
Completion o f resources needed for the delivery o f EIS process and associated modules.
Criterion: Documentation o f workshop facilitator and participant manuals.

Briefly report against the project milestone. Progress against a milestone must be reported regardless of achievement status
Manual associated with the financial implications associated with adopting salinity management practices and the STEP tool have been
produced, Final versions of all manuals have been produced. These include Workshop development guides for facilitators, Workshop manuals
for participants and PowerPoint presentation material for the Introduction to Salinity, the five key practice workshops and the STEP model.
These have been published on the Department of agriculture web site and are available in Microsoft word format on CD ROM. Instructions for
the Cost of salinity calculator and the leakage calculator are included with the spreadsheets. The Salinity management flow tree has been
produced and is available in hard copy from the Department o f Agriculture for use with the workshops.
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Milestone
10
number:

Planned achievement date

Achieved

31/10/2004

Yes

Description
10a Development o f a draft Salinity Management Resource Kit (January 2004)
10b Evaluation o f Salinity Management Resource Kit (October 2004)
Criterion: Compilation o f salinity management information. Evaluate for farmer's feedback on content and usability.

Briefly report against the project milestone. Progress against a milestone must be reported regardless of achievement status
Information and resource material o n the identification, understanding o f the drivers and management o f dryland salinity and associated issues
collected in hard copy and where available in electronic format. Participants in CRC AWB Landmark workshops @ Keith (April 04), Clare (Sept
04) and the 2 Introduction to Salinity workshops on Yorke Peninsula (Sept 04) indicated as part o f the workshop feedback that this information
provide a useful resource and help to understanding salinity and its management in the local environment. The U S E grower group 'Saltland
Solutions' and the S A Salinity Services team o f RSSA helped guide and provide the content. Saltland Solutions are using the list o f resources and
content to develop a more formal salinity resource 'manual' utilising their own resources. This will add value to the M H A package.

Milestone 11
number:

Planned achievement date

Achieved

31/10/2004

Yes

Description
Evaluation o f grower response to EIS approach and content.
Criterion: Collection, analysis and documentation o f grower feedback on EIS workshop process and content.

Briefly report against the project milestone. Progress against a milestone must be reported regardless of achievement status
A standard evaluation process was developed and used with all pilot workshops to generate feedback on workshop process and
content. An evaluation summary report has been developed (attached), which provides an overview o f what has been evaluated
and how the evaluations were carried out. Associated with this is a detailed evaluation compilation, which includes all evaluation
results on a workshop by workshop basis. In addition, feedback on opportunities for use o f the workshops/ products was collected
at the Million hectares product launches in May 2005 (attached).

Milestone 12
number:

Planned achievement date

Achieved

28/02/2005

Yes

Description
Promote EIS workshop approach and tools to farmers and extension agents.
Criterion: Seminars in key regional centers in WA and SA. Crop Updates.

Briefly report against the project milestone. Progress against a milestone must be reported regardless of achievement status

Posters and a brochure outlining the A Million Ha for the Future project displayed at the 2005 Agribusiness Crop Updates in Perth, at some regional Crop
Updates (Feb and March 2005), at the Wagin Woolerama, and available for major machinery field days such as Dowerin. Two product releases (in Dalwallinu and
Katanning) were help in May 2005 attracting 47 industry representatives. Numerous press articles have occurred across the states. The STEP tool, Leakage
calculator and Cost of salinity calculator conference papers presented at the WA Crop Updates (2005) and STEP at the 1st National Salinity Engineering
Conference 2004. A paper on the Million Ha tools will be presented at the State NAM conference in Oct 2005. CRC salinity Landmark project State coordinators,
Regional Catchment Councils and Muresk are interested in products.
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Milestone 13
number:

Planned achievement date

Achieved

30/06/2005

Yes

Description
Completion o f final project report to GRDC.

Briefly report against the project milestone. Progress against a milestone must be reported regardless of achievement status
Final report submitted along with all supporting workshop documents and material prior to the 30th o f June 2005 as per the
extended deadline.
Deadline for Final Report was changed to allow for the promotion o f the products at major extension events such as the W A Crop
Updates and the Wagin Woolerama in 2005.
This provided the opportunity to run product launches and project windups in WA. Material will also be taken to the Dowerin FD
and to the State Natural Resource Management Conference later in the year.

Milestone 14
number:

Planned achievement date

Achieved

Description

Briefly report against the project milestone. Progress against a milestone must be reported regardless of achievement status

Milestone 15
number:

Planned achievement date

Achieved

Description

Briefly report against the project milestone. Progress against a milestone must be reported regardless of achievement status
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Overview of Project Achievements
The "A million ha for the future'project has developed in collaboration with a range o f experts, a series o f workshops that outline
the threat o f salinity to farmers as part o f an environmental improvement system. These workshops provide farmers with the
framework to assess the risk from salinity and then provides information on best management practice for five Key management
options. These workshops have been designed with consideration o f adult learning principles to ensure that participants not only
receive the required technical information but that it is received in a format that encourages learning and application to personal
circumstances.
The workshops have been developed through a process o f continuous improvement where the workshops have been piloted with
farmer groups, evaluated and modified based on feedback.
The availability o f the workshop material and the associated tools has been promoted through major field days, Crop Updates and
at the product release.
The availability o f the material will also be highlighted in a presentation to the State Natural Resource Management conference in
October 2005 and through appropriate mediums in SA.
Additionally the project has been linked to the CRC for plant based solutions for salinity, with regular updates on progress and
availability o f the material. Each o f the Landmark project state coordinators has received a copy o f the workshop material. In WA
Landmark is investigating opportunities to develop their capability as a partner with the CRC by looking to expand their capacity
with state specialists that can present the Million Hectares workshops to farmers and provide an additional link between the CRC
and agronomists. An E-concept application is being submitted to GRDC to help facilitate this process.
An expression o f interest has been submitted from Landmark to the National Landcare Program indication its desire to further
develop its role in the development o f sustainable farming systems in W A (with the potential to develop to other states) and its
desire to operate through one national body rather than going to individual catchment councils in a peace meal approach.
Discussion have occurred with the Grain and Graze project s to include the A Million H a workshop material within their
framework. Initial delays in the launch o f the Grain and Graze project have limited the development in this area. Discussions in SA
with N R M bodies and AWB Landmark to further utilise M H A material, especially associated with the role o f perennial grazing
plants (lucerne and perennial grasses). This activity will build on the M H A workshops, resources and 'Success with Lucerne', an
output supported by the project and utilised in conjunction with AWB Landmark workshops across WA and SA and the grower
'Lucerne, Is it for you' workshops and farm walks conducted in SA throughout the life o f the project. NLP Community Grant
projects in SA are and will continue to utilise these workshops and resources.
The outputs from this project have for the most part been achieved. The Introduction to Salinity workshop, STEP Tool and
workshops and the Key Practice workshops that have been produced and made available to the public with targeted promotion to
facilitators and others that work with farmer groups. General promotion o f these products has occurred via a range o f medium.
Curtin University through Muresk have indicated their desire to develop training modules for the "A Million H a for the Future"
workshops and are developing an Expression o f Interest to the Avon Catchment Council to this effect.
Examples o f how the tools developed by this project have a wide application to industry and farmers working to manage salinity
include need to develop similar workshop packages has been indicated for a range o f other N R M issues,
- The
has great application for the evaluation o f changes to all aspects o f the farming system and
STEP
Characteristics o f Perennial Grasses table has already been in high demand.
The
-
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Conclusions
The project has developed a range o f tools, resources and processes as part o f an environmental improvement system to help
farmers identify, assess and manage the risks associated with salinity. Very positive feedback has been received in relation to the
value o f the tools for those working with farmer groups. Intentions to utilize many o f these tools has been indicated by Department
projects, agribusiness and industry groups.
Some additional value from the tools will come from the training o f new employees in both private industry and government
agencies in relation to the hazards associated with salinity. It has also been identified that there is a need to further develop a range
o f similar tool for other issues relating to resource management, as a way o f collating and packaging relevant information in a
format that caters for adult learning.

Recommendations
Some very useful tools have been developed. Industry should be encouraged through future funding opportunities to utilise this
resource to increase the capacity o f the farming community to understand and manage salinity to increase overall farm profitability
and sustainability.
Standard procedures have been developed that can be used as the basis o f future workshop development and evaluation processes.
These are documented in attachments.
Potential future use o f Million hectares workshops and products have been identified and provide opportunities for future
involvement o f GRDC. (See the attached document DAW660_Opps For Product Use May05.doc). The opportunities for future
development based on the Million Hectares products include:o Individual training for new staff or update for existing staff - Regional N R M Catchment councils, local government,
funding groups, advisors, bank staff, Government Dept Ag, CALM, Environment, LCDC's, CLC's Etc.
o Delivery to groups o r individual farmers as a tool for Agribusiness - agronomists and consultants, contractors and other
facilitators.
Training
courses with TAFE, schools, Universities.
o
adding
Value
to activities and information such as workshops, Grain and Graze and RCA.
o
o Future funding for implementation GRDC others.
o Use with development o f funding proposals.
o Could be developed for a number o f other issues such as soil health, environment farm forestry etc.
o Direct linking CD to web based information.
Workshops need to be individually tailored to meet the needs o f groups and need to be interactive, challenging farmers to apply
information to their own situations.
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Other Research and Development Opportunities
An E-concept proposal has been submitted to GRDC by Landmark to increase their capacity and that o f the CRC salinity project
"Promoting salinity solutions through agribusiness" to deliver salinity management options and information to landholders. The
aims o f this project is to develop a number o f specialists within Landmark that can run the workshops developed by the "A Million
Ha for the Future" Project. This would see Landmark (agribusiness) taking a leading role in the delivery o f and development of
commercially viable options for the management o f salinity to landholders.
There is potential to develop workshop material into interactive online or CD R O M based learning packages. This form o f training
is likely to become more attractive to farmers and industry in the future as access to information via the Internet improves. There
are many data bases o f information relating to individual land holders from aerial photos and maps to land monitor and hazard
maps etc. that could be accessed with in and interactive workshop format to provide farmers with information relating to their own
farm and catchment in combination with designed learning activities. This would make training available where and when required
by farmers rather than only at organised workshops which will never fit within everyone's time commitments. This may form the
basis for another E-concept proposal in the future.

Attachments
The five attachments embedded in this Final Report are as follows:- Evaluation Summary June 05 Report.
- Evaluation Compilation June 05 Report.
- Opportunities for Product Use May 05 Report.
- Project Products Report.
- Workshop Development Report.
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Management of Intellectual Property/Commercialisation
Provide a summary of any strategies undertaken or planned to facilitate the protection and / or commercialisation of the project's
realised outputs
Discussions in regard to IP has occurred in relation to the products produced by this project. There has been no intellectual
property identified that can b e claimed by the project.

Provide a list of all scientific or technical papers published, and any patents filed
List o f publications and products attached.

Provide a list of any confidential information, if relevant and attach details to this report
N/A

Details of International Collaboration
Does this project have international collaboration?
No
Yes
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Provide details of the international collaborating organisations/people below
N/A

I

Detail the nature of the international collaboration
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PRIVACY

The personal information you supply will be held on a database by the GRDC. The information held by the GRDC may also include
your particular field of interest and in some cases details of some research projects undertaken. Third parties, such as researchers,
federal and state agencies, growers and other members of the public, sometimes ask the GRDC to provide contact details. It is the
GRDC's usual practice to pass on the information if it is satisfied that it is for legitimate industry or research purposes.
If you do not want to have your contact details disclosed in these circumstances, please inform us by ticking the box below.
No

Certification
Reports to the GRDC should be made by the organisation conducting the research and coordinated through their central
administrative area. For example, tertiary education institution reports should be processed through the Registrar or Bursar's office.
Ensure the Certification details are complete before the form is submitted electronically. The electronic copy received by GRDC will
be the copy that is evaluated.
Ensure that one hardcopy of the electronically submitted form is signed by the Project Supervisor and a duly delegated
representative from the research organization.
Send this hardcopy to the GRDC (Contracts Coordinator, GRDC, PO Box 5367, Kingston ACT 2604) by the published closing
date.
Project Supervisor's signature
Name
Trevor Lacey

Date
19/07/2005

Research organisation signature
Name and title of authorised signatory
EMILY HARVEY, EXTERNAL FUNDS LIAISON
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Please use this area to include any additional text to support your report. Please do not include images. You may also attach a
document (e.g. Word, Excel, PDF) limited to a maximum of 5 x A4 pages to this Report. Any additional information will be viewed
as supplementary data. The report will only be evaluated on the previous sections of this document.
Products from this project attached.
HARD COPIES OF THE FOLLOWING ATTACHMENTS:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Lucerne - Is it for me? Workshop Development Guide for Facilitators
Lucerne - Is it for me? Workshop Manual for Participants
Perennial Grasses - Are they for me? Workshop Development Guide for Facilitators
Perennial Grasses - Are they for me? Workshop Manual for Participants
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S u m m a r y of workshops held

W o r k s h o p topic

N° participants

Held where/ for
whom?

Date

Introduction to salinity

Green Hills

February 27 2004

10

Lucerne

Cunderdin

April 5 2004

8

Perennial grasses

Morbinning

April 14 2004

8

Deep drainage

Kellerberrin

April 21 2004

6

Profitable grazing o f saline land

Kojonup

March 2003

9

Surface water management

TBA

(to be held) July 2004

STEP Introductory

Gillingarra group

June 17 2003

9

STEP Hands-on

Pindar-Tardun

March 18 2003

6

Northam

September 23 2003

5

Introduction to salinity

Maitland

September 29 2004

16

Introduction to salinity

Minlaton-Ramsay

September 30 2004

11

STEP presentation

Edillilie group

October 13 2004

'?

General Million hectares
feedback

Edillilie group

W e s t e r n Australia

group
STEP Train the trainer

South Australia
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E v a l u a t i o n p r o c e s s - f o r all w o r k s h o p s e x c e p t STEP
Participants
Participants were farmers who had a real interest in the topic. The request for participants was made
via local landcare or development officers, who have closer relationships with the farming community
than the Million hectares group. In some cases participants were from the same catchment group,
while in others they were drawn from a much wider area. The ideal number of participants for the
workshops was 12-15.
Participants were aware the workshops were pilots; that their feedback would be needed at the end of
the day.
Observers
At least 2 peers attended each workshop as observers/evaluators. The role of the observer was to note
down their thoughts on the workshop - on the level of material/information provided, participant and
facilitator notes, slide presentation, workshop processes and activities, structure of day, field trip,
tools, what works, what doesn't work, specific areas for change etc. Observers were asked to refrain
from being involved in delivery of the workshop material and discussion. Observers had copies of
both the participant and facilitator notes.
Deliverer
The deliverer of the pilot workshop also provided feedback as above; in particular how they found the
facilitator guide worked for them.
Participant feedback at end of workshop
At the completion of each workshop, one of the observers (not deliverer) conducted a 20-40 minute
(depending on numbers) evaluation with participants, using an appropriate evaluation tool. The
evaluation needed to allow discussion and detail to be drawn out. All feedback was documented at
the time. Consensus was not looked for on issues, but at times time trade offs needed to be discussed.
For all participant evaluations, a like/change template on butchers paper was used as a discussion
starter point, for it's simplicity. A written evaluation sheet was not appropriate, as you would not
have been able to clarify or discuss points with group.
It was very important the participant feedback session was introduced/contexted well (eg 'the more
honest you are the more value we will gain from feedback; the more valuable it will be for future
participants' etc). We did not want participants being 'too nice' at the expense of quality feedback. It
was also important participants knew that feedback included all aspects of the workshop, including
participant notes, facilitator notes, slide presentation, structure of day, activities, processes, field trip,
tools— anything at all.
Deliverer and observer feedback immediately after workshop
Deliverer and observers got together at end of workshop to bring out any immediate impressions (both
good and bad) and any ideas for change. All comments were documented immediately.

Deliverer a n d observer feedback in t h e w e e k following the workshop
In the week following the workshop, observers documented further, more detailed feedback, which
was collated for the relevant author/deliverer.
The deliverer was then responsible for making necessary changes to pre-pilot workshop notes and
activities, with ongoing support from other team members.

Brief overview o f evaluation results
For evaluation detail, see pages 1-67 o f associated 'Compilation o f evaluations'
A few key points identified for improvement were:
•

The need for consistency in how workshop and facilitator notes look (cover page, logo,
disclaimers, copyright, font, spacing, use o f slides etc)

•

The need for notes and slide presentation to be user friendly/repeatable for a wide range o f users
(in particular file sizes need to be manageable and participant notes need to be in full)

•

The need for field activities to more fully reflect and add value to workshop material

•

Constant reminder that all workshops need to be focused what participants need to be able to
make a well informed decision about that option/topic

Evaluation process - for S T E P workshops
For evaluation detail, see pages 48-57 o f associated 'Compilation o f evaluations'
The major outcome from the STEP pre-pilot workshops has been a new selection o f workshop
options, broken up into Path A and B
Path A is a workshop series for participants who want to learn how to use the STEP tool to perform
their own analyses:
Workshop 1

Introduction to the STEP Decision Tool

Workshop 2 A

Participants learn how to use the STEP tool

Workshop 3A

Participants run relevant scenarios in the STEP tool as a group activity using the
standard farm. Workshop 2A is a pre-requisite for this workshop

Workshop 4 A

Participants want to enter their own farm business into STEP in a workshop
environment. Workshop 2A is a pre-requisite for this

Path B is a workshop series for participants who do not wish to learn how to use the STEP tool.
Participants want the facilitator to do the STEP analyses and present the results:
Workshop 1

Introduction to the STEP Decision Tool

Workshop 2B

Facilitator presents the standard farm to group

Workshop 3B

Facilitator presents the results
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Participant evaluation of workshop 'Introduction to salinity'
Held a t Green Hills o n February 27th 2004

Rating o f workshop on a scale o f 1 to 7, where 1=useless and 7= extremely useful
5,5,5,5,6,6,7 (3 participants left early)
Average=5.6

Liked

Things to change

Lunch

Liked getting out for field trip — but needs to be a broader view eg
from top o f hill rather than one point in order to look at risk and
possible options properly. Wanted to look at maps o f site before
going out so had broader perspective and knew what to look for
(eg dykes etc).

People
Calculator
Decision tools and understanding them.
Leakage calculator especially was noted
Length o f day right — no longer

Wanted aerial photos with examples o f the 3 causes o f salinity
(linearments, change o f slope, valley floor) to 'get eye in'.

Quiz

Liked the mapping material and were keen to see what else was
available (eg satellite imagery, digital elevation models, other).
Any resources that help detect what is going on in soil and
landscape.

Generally good coverage o f an
introduction to salinity — but with a few
questions about levels and suggestions for
improvement

One person wanted more information on measuring soil and water
salinity, but on group discussion about where any extra time would
be spent decided better spend it on mapping. (Not everyone
wanted more information on measuring salinity anyway).

Being able to write in manual — liked
manual in general as well

I also asked Kevin Binning, who left early, for some quick feedback at lunchtime:
•

People with more and less experience here — try to build differences into program?

•

Too much data — stick to fewer, more relevant points
He remembered a comment o f Richard George's on a field trip some years ago that you can't look at
surface and necessarily know what is going on underneath, as erosion could have deposited unrelated
soils on top o f surface you are looking at. (I said that's true but it is still useful to look f o r as many
—
landscape clues as you can, and see how they f i t together — to which he agreed)

•

Ashe also passed on some additional farmer feedback
John Ryan comment: Would be good to have an example o f mapped dykes in catchment etc and photo to
go with it.
Simon Penny comment: Easier to use maps i f topography lines (contours) on map
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Peer evaluation of workshop 'Introduction to salinity'
Held a t Green Hills on February 27th 2004

Overall

P e e r group combined thoughts a t e n d o f workshop
2 presenters would be better
Change learning outcomes need t change a bit — see below
Quiz good — save some time in into section by focus on quiz as introduction
Need to know where we are through day, how things lead towards outcomes, need an agenda on wall to
follow structure and logic
Focus on the field trip site for main mapping activity. Relate as many tools/resources as possible to the
field site in mapping activity — to build up a picture o f one site using a range o f maps/resources.
View field site from a place where the landscape perspective can b e seen
Have options for field site researched/prepared
More focus on risk as go through day — lost track a bit
Management options need to be focused on risk — not just going on about solutions
Ensure participants expectations for workshop are not about options (in pre-workshop promotional material
as well as during workshop). Ground rules could include 'No in-depth discussion of options until after
workshop' or something
Remove replicated material from the facilitator notes that is already in participant notes
Need to bring information together in some form o f summary at end workshop
Don comments
Content was excellent in relevant and current knowledge.
Process flowed well throughout day.
Some sessions needed to be more decisive to wrap up properly e.g. last session on 'where to from here'.
PowerPoint fonts and layout need to be consistent — variations in font can be distracting. (This can be a real
headache when you are pulling info/ resources from several different areas!)
Ashe comments
Overall it was a good day that was well received. Well done Trevor.
Participants
Workshop requires a good variety o f participants preferably within the same area or catchment — age x
experience (novice farmer, CLC's, spouses, several members/generations o f same business) to generate
discussion
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Housekeeping
>

Need days agenda written up on whiteboard/butchers paper, go through this at the start and keep it in
field o f vision for remainder o f day so people can refer to it. Also hand out a copy to each participant
at the start o f day on A 4 paper.

>

Have an issues board (and introduce it at the start

>

Publications table — with a range o f different publications relating to topic that are available.
1 hour lunch

>

General
>

In general perhaps need to cover the Registered Training Organisation (RTO) checklist at the start of
the day as well as take registrations, so have everyone's details.

Overheads
Some are too busy and difficult to read. The detail should be in the manual.
Computers
>

Perhaps have computer tools available to use over lunchtime.

Activities
>

Need more time for some o f the activities, so that each one builds on the others during the day.
Although you went through all the activities (except 4.2 — flowchart activity), they did not flow. I
would expect each activity building on the previous to form layers o f information by which
participants can determine their level o f risk. Likely that only a small percentage o f farmers will go
home and finish filling out the bits and pieces, so aim to get them to achieve this during the day.
For example: The first activity on leakage should set the scene for their property. I noticed participants
only got a couple o f paddocks down, they needed more time and direction. Perhaps give them a few
minutes to read the tables and then show them an example, then let them do their own property.

>

Perhaps use the field site as the reference site for all activities and discussions throughout the day.

>

Ensure that the time is stipulated for each activity 10mins, 20mins etc. and

>

Suggest that presenter moves around the room and see how groups are going (maybe need a helper).
Also get some feedback at the conclusion o f activity on what were key issues raised and discussed.
Provides some finality to the activity.

>

Following the field activity — noticed people starting to nod off (deflated energy?)

J C comments - overall (specifics i n text below)
Liked introductions o f people with ball — maybe mention helps understand where others are coming from.
Perhaps level o f experience with salinity could be brought out more?
Ground rules discussed just before start actual content rather than before introductions
Need agenda on wall to show how all leads to outcomes/ risk assessment
Working in pairs for short bursts generated good discussion
Struck me around p14-15 —how much do they already know? I suspect it will vary quite a lot within any
group we get — and it would be good to know that before you finalise agenda. W e should probably
recommend some sort o f pre-workshop needs survey in facilitator notes (whether it be formal or informal).
The info would really help set the most appropriate level o f detail in agenda, as well as appropriate
contexting for participants once they get there.
I f you title something 'Overhead 8', it should be Overhead 8 exactly. There were a few things that were
different on screen to in the manual, or just a summary o f the overhead. Overheads
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W e need to be thinking about being consistent with some aspects o f presentation between Million Ha
workshops eg acknowledgements, titles etc, PowerPoint branding or logo? Talk about as a group at some
point?
Do we need to be tighter on risk — do they label areas high, medium or low risk? How confident are they in
their risk assessment. How confident are we in out risk assessment? How expensive to implement
management options? Different people would accept different levels o f risk?
Would be good idea to run the module past some key hydrologists/ soils/ surface water management people
after done our improved version. I spoke with Paul Galloway about a few things to check m y knowledge —
and he said he would be happy to look through later. Perhaps also John Simons (Esperance), Shazad,
Richard George Russell Speed, Ned Crossley, Doug Sawkins, Paul Raper, Dave Stanton, Travis Cattlin,
Noel Shotnik, Rod Short.
There were couple of concepts mentioned that I didn't think were correct — and in salinity particularly I
think we need to be careful about giving wrong information:
•

One participant said "so it's good to let it soak in and build up" (meaning the groundwater) Trey said
yes, which I don't think is right. OK to look at opportunity but need t focus on risk as well (section 4).

•

The terms 'grade' and 'contour' banks were being bandies around on the field trip by participants —
often incorrectly. At some point in the workshop I think there needs to be a clarification o f the terms.
Contour banks being on the grade and helping erosion (and possibly contributing to recharge - as
interceptors on the contour do?), and grade banks being on a grade and moving water away to an
acceptable storage point. It's up to facilitator to quash wrong use o f terms — would it be useful to have
a glossary o f terms in the participant manual with some commonly use terms in it?

•

I also though Don's comment about dehydration causing salinity was a bit misleading — and I heard
one participant hen quote him twice during the rest o f workshop. Salinity has 2 major effects on pant
cells — one through osmosis, where water is pulled out o f the cells into the more saline soil
environment — but also the specific ion effect, where metabolic processes (specifically enzyme activity
I think) run more slowly in the presence o f salt.

Participant notes

General
Need more sub-headings through text in notes — so participants can find their place more easily
Start each main section on a new page — for a sense o f new start
Some o f overhead numbers are different in participant notes to facilitator manual. Some o f overheads are
not the same.
Seen before where people insert the actual overheads used followed by expanded text. Makes it easier to
find where are and follow. Also good visual trigger i f participant re-reading notes. Down side — if
change/update overheads, need to go back and change the workshop notes to match each time.
Use tables in participant notes rather than overhead — otherwise some figs don't have a title at all, and
doesn't look consistent. Overheads can be linked by their title 9content)
Cover
Title too long? I ' d be inclined to leave it as 'Introduction to salinity' (would also then change it on footer?)
Either 'Participant notes' or 'Participant's notes' (I think former)
Like how you had photo o f local site on cover. Should we mention it as an option for facilitator notes?
The notation under picture could be on next inside page — doesn't really belong on cover.
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Contents
Literature says upper case more difficult to read than lower case — which I tend to agree with. Change to
lower case?
Change names o f some sections?**
1.Introduction

Section 1.2 Aims....
The 5 'aims' are really put in terms o f outcomes (as in what they will have at the end) rather than where
they are heading. I think outcomes are more specific - maybe change the section name to 'Outcomes from
the workshop'

Outcomes f o r participants
Original 1. General understanding o f the cause and risk o f salinity at a landscape level
Just a few changed to fit with other outcomes
•

Understand the broad cause and risk o f salinity at a landscape level

Don comment
Changes to aims: "Development o f a general understanding o f the cause and symptoms o f salinity
Pg 4
at a landscape level" and "Ability to recognise risk o f salinity and potential o f salinity".
NB - W e did discuss doing above in our post workshop peer discussion — but in hindsight I think this was a
bit hasty — my outcomes incorporate the ideas we discussed, but has slightly different focus.
Original 2. Ability to recognise symptoms o f salinity and potential f o r salinity
Perhaps 'signs' rather than 'symptoms' o f salinity potential — I think you need to be able to see a symptom?
Also — i f we keep in the potential risk areas, which I think we need to — I think we need to incorporate this
more in the mapping session. W e didn't really address looking for clues o f potential salinity as a defined
activity/action. This might just need an added short exercise in the mapping section where they have
identified dykes etc where salinity is showing, get them to pick out three areas (one for each cause type?)
they think might be some future risk, but doesn't show anything yet.
•

Recognise symptoms o f existing salinity, and signs o f potential salinity

Original 3. Calculation o f the potential effect (implications) o f salinity on f a r m production and profitability
I don't think the workshop offers this at all —I suggest deleting this outcome unless we incorporate a whole
new section
Original 4.Assessment o f the risk o f salinity to your f a r m business
I ' m not sure if 'environmental risk' is the fight terminology here, but the workshop does not currently
discuss how the physical risk o f salinity translates into business risk. I also don't think assessing business
risk is a realistic goal for the workshop, so maybe we just change the outcome to suit. (Perhaps this is what
the 'Salty Business' workshop provides? Could we provide a reference to Salty/Risky Business in
facilitator notes somewhere.)
In addition, while the pilot workshop did provide an understanding o f the environmental risk, I don't think
it provided an outcome o f participants being able to assess the environmental risk to their own farm. I do
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think this is critical to leave in though — we just have to make sure this is strongly incorporated into one of
the final sessions.
Do we want them to actually map the risk o f salinity for own farms? Or would that just take too much time
to do properly. I f we do want to include, maybe add 'and map' to learning outcome below.
•

Understand and assess the environmental risk o f salinity to own farm

Original 5. Make a preliminary appraisal o f potential management options f o r your business
It would be nice to see this one related back to the environmental risks somehow, rather than appraise
options for options sake. Otherwise we run the risk o f getting pulled down into options details, which we
need to be quite careful about avoiding.
Also, in the pilot, we didn't really appraise options f o r their businesses, we provided a full list with some
content and asked them which one they liked the sound of. My feeling is they just said the one they wanted
to know more about — they hadn't chosen it based on a better understanding o f the risks o f salinity to their
business, which I believe is what we want from them. Separate into 2?
•

Aware o f a range o f options for managing salinity (or the risk o f salinity)

•

List management options suitable for addressing salinity risk on own farm

Original 6. Developed an understanding o f the need to develop an implementation strategy looking at
options (relating to physical characteristics o f the site and the financial implications)
I feel this one is already addressed in the previous (new) learning outcomes — at least the physical side. The
financial side hasn't, but as mentioned before I don't think we address the physical side at all anyway.
Agenda
Need an agenda as well as page o f contents for the day. This should be in participant notes (after
introduction section so they can see how day fits with learning outcomes) as well as on the wall for
constant reference during day (for those participants that need to see where we are in the process during the
workshop). The facilitator notes need to reflect this.
I would also anticipate that agenda will change slightly from workshop to workshop depending on start
time etc. Facilitator notes should provide an example agenda, for each facilitator to adjust to suit own
workshop, and insert in notes.

2.Quiz
Quiz great idea.
Mention at start that not getting marked on it, not a test
— just a start point for discussion (add to facilitator
notes as this is important)
Some green headings instead of black.
Ashe comment
Good Concept — but need to go over the answers, so people can gauge how they went. Possibly
incorporate a prize or revisit the quiz at the end o f the day and see if their answers changed. Another
option is to get them to do it is groups o f 2-3 to get them talking from the start and then go through
answers.
3.Where salt comes from
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As a peer evaluation group we discussed using the quiz questions as the basis for presentation on 'Where
salt comes from'. You could have the quiz itself as a handout (as you did), then in the booklet have quiz
question 1, with 3 options and answer bolded (as you did) but follow it with some text/background to that
question and answer. The quiz can be the hook that makes the section memorable/relevant? That would
help break up the text a bit too — as it's a bit blocky. Several quiz questions could be looked at together for
one section, or you may need to add some quiz questions to make sure all the sections are covered
adequately.
So as you work through the information, participants get the answers to the quiz questions. Could tie up
the whole section (maybe before leakage calculator) finishing the quiz off. It's OK to ask something like
'So how did you find the quiz/information? (without focusing on the score). Some people might give you a
score but don't focus on that.
I f you did this Section 3 would become section 2 (and so on) if you combine the quiz in with section 3.
This section is really introductory, and many groups will have seen parts o f it in different guises in the past.
M y instinct would be that most groups could go through this fairly quickly. I felt we spent a bit too much
time in this area, at the expense o f the later risk stuff. (For more inexperienced groups, facilitator should
ask group whether they would like to spend more time here — bearing in mind the day will go on for
longer.) Other option is to do a needs survey before workshop, and time the agenda to suit.
W e spent quite a bit o f time specifically on farming systems stuff about how landscape has changed to
shallow rooted etc. It's good because it's an interactive session, but need to cut the time down here. We
should spend the interactive time instead on the leakage calculator instead, as this is information that is
directly related to their risk assessment.
I also think a visual representation o f the cause o f salinity would be better earlier on than you introduced it.
Eg - You read out the information on page 7, and I could see some people (more inexperienced) were not
following. A picture o f the rain going in here, salt coming out here etc is more clear to talk to (something
along the lines o f pp14-15 with whole x-section).
I did wonder what 'western' and 'eastern' meant on p7. Could we include some town as reference points.
Is there a definition o f 'recharge in the notes? (I couldn't find it — and i f there isn't I think there needs to be)
P7-9 within the main text - overuse o f dot points. Best to use them when there are several points to make
about a main point — to show hierarchy — not for everything.
Some slides (eg % cleared land saline, double in 20 years...) have too much information on one slide.
Loses some o f the impact o f some o f the more dramatics — put on new slide for impact — too much on some
slides
Good to have local data in participant notes as where possible (eg remnant vegetation remaining in Green
Hills 2.7%). Add to facilitator notes what info to find out pre-event.
When you were presenting p8-10 in participant notes, I was confused about what page you were talking
about, as the overheads/presentation didn't match the notes very well.
In general, include groundwater movement (recharge and discharge) and surface water movement.
(Engineering water management people are saying surface water flows significantly contribute towards
salinity in landscape. There are lots o f options for surface water management but from a landscape
perspective for salinity.)
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Leakage calculator
The leakage calculator wouldn't neatly fit into the quiz format — see suggested outline for placing
The Leakage Calculator - a tool to help identify where salt comes f r o m on your farm
This would also help with structure o f participant notes, as currently it goes straight from remnant
vegetation material to the calculator, without a heading or introduction to show how it fits in to the section.
I ' d like to see an introductory sentence or two with the purpose and benefits o f the Leakage Calculator.
•

I couldn't follow the activity very well (mainly because I couldn't see or hear perfectly at the back — but
lots o f farmers will be the same?). Would be nice to have the activity clearly set out in participant notes.
Didn't really know what all tables were for on pp10-12. Do we need them all? Did we use them all?
Could we have a title on top saying what it is and what we use it for? Could also have leakage calculator
activity first, with data to help them do own presented after? (I don't really know what would be best as I
don't understand the calculator properly myself.). Could have a couple o f local examples already done and
in notes— one o f a farm high in catchment with lots o f permeable soil recharge, and one lower in the
catchment valleys with more o f discharge site recharge. Go through each o f them Then go straight to an
activity where they work in pairs
— choose one o f their farms, and work through activity. Activity needs to
be clearly set out in notes.
I couldn't read the numbers in the Calculator while it was up on PowerPoint (and we were in a very small
room), which might have been a contributing factor to their lack o f data input to the example. I know you
need to present the whole thing, but maybe zoom in on relevant box you are looking for feedback on (if
projector has that function). Otherwise, will need to take them through Leakage calculator on paper more
closely. I also think the Calculator examples in participant notes are too small
— maybe go landscape over a
full A4 page.
There was a question about oil mallees as alleys in a crop or pasture paddock, and you said that hadn't been
run. Might be worth doing that, as alley mallees will probably the most practical option i f they were going
to do it at all.
When you were talking to group — you made a comment that the leakage risk will be different for different
individuals. This is a good point, and should be part o f introduction to calculator. You also made a
comment that it doesn't work well where lots runoff? I couldn't see that in text (although I didn't look that
hard). It should go in there somewhere I think as a caution.
Add skills/resources needed for facilitator:
•

Need to understand leakage calculator

•

Need to have local examples for leakage calculator ready

•

Be able to follow up by providing electronic copies o f the calculator Excel spreadsheets to play with at
home. The peer evaluation group also discussed having an electronic copy going at lunchtime for
participants to play around on — perhaps mention this as an option in facilitator notes (if logistics
allow).

Don comment
Pg 12 Needed to refer back to pg 10 for the 'leakage factor' table which caused a bit o f confusion —
suggest LeBuM information is presented before or after the Leakage Calculator demonstration and practice.
Ashe comment
Calculator activity — perhaps collate details from a participant prior to the day, so more time can be
spent on the discussion o f the outputs.
>

The first activity on leakage should set the scene for their property. I noticed participants only got
a couple o f paddocks down, they needed more time and direction. Perhaps give them a few
minutes to read the tables and then show them an example, then let them do their own property.
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4.how hydrology interacts with geomorphology to create salinity
5.Identify symptoms o f current salinity and signs o f potential salinity
Think about calling section 4 something more simple — that fits more with the outcomes? 'How hydrology
interacts with geomorphology to create salinity' is such a horrible mouthful.
Present aquifer information briefly (I'm not sure that it fits in here — but I ' m not sure where else it would
go)
Sub-heading 'Landscape x hydrology common scenarios' (or 'symptoms/ expressions?')?
Present 3 common symptoms/expressions. B e good to have an actual catchment photo up on wall or
display board at same which shows linearments etc — to show what to look for in upcoming activity? This
group suggested Morbinning catchment as it had been mapped to death (or a similar local situation).
For mapping section, start with a table o f all salinity risk assessment tools (maps, leakage calculator, other
tools etc) with their name, purpose and a brief description. This will give an overview o f what is available
and why you would use it.
Have several copies o f the aerial photos, ortho-photos (whatever mapping available) for field site and
landscape surrounds. Need to have chosen your field site to include all the elements you are presenting
information on i f possible.
Ask participants to work in groups o f 3-4 to find as many examples o f the 3 common symptoms as they can
(facilitator needs to have identified earlier). This makes good use o f diversity in experience and
knowledge. Mark on photos/ overlay. To provide a light incentive you could have several small prizes eg
group finding most linearments, group finding most valley floors, group finding most break o f slope areas
(or whatever fits field site information best).
Ask groups to also identify potential risk areas i f possible (facilitator needs to identify beforehand). This
could lead nicely into how much at risk existing or potential salinity areas are. This in turn could lead into a
brief session on the importance o f monitoring. Maybe this is where the piezo information goes. Need to
make the difference between a monitoring bore a piezometer under pressure clear — not all monitoring is
same and I don't think that came out clearly enough.
Add to facilitator notes to know/ have a handout on where to access mapping resources and other things
locally (eg landcare centre/ dola) -and how to use them added to skills. Information on how to put in a
monitoring bore yourself, or who the local contactoOrs are, what their phone numbers are etc. Need to
provide the means to take the next step (which in most cases will be mapping and monitoring).
Ashe comment
>

Map activity — requires more structure, perhaps with questions directed towards the group.
Alternatively start looking at only one map (of field site) on overheads and in hard copy and get the
group to identify specific problems issues, farmer can give overview. A t this stage maybe use stereo
scopes and risk analysis tools. Basically group does a risk assessment o f the site and then the next
stage is to translate some o f this to their own property. Field activity could be before or after this
indoor activity.

I ' m not sure what the decision tree adds as it is? I f included, I think it should include all elements of
decision-making eg soil type, place in landscape, management (like leakage calculator does) etc? - so the
decision tree is consistent with all other elements in presentation/ text
Red green colour blind people (15%male population) would have a problem with the 2 green colours and
the red. I don't suppose it matters though as long as they can read it. I found the one in the participant
notes too dark and small (I didn't get a handout).
Ashe comment
It would be worthwhile running through the decision aid and how they can use it as a tool!
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There were questions from group re drainage (off site implications, % applications that got through,
something about pH etc). Is it worth adding to facilitator notes that knowledge about drainage regulations
is recommended?
OH re rising bore trends was not same as in manual p19
Have handouts on options eg oil mallees rather than spend time in workshop
Missed activity on p17 — was this deliberate as not enough time? I was getting a bit confused as to where
we were in book at this point. Things on OH weren't matching very well with text.
In your presentation, you said the salinity/waterlogging matrix was about finding the right plant for the
right place. My understanding o f the matrix is that it is mainly for:
•

Building a picture o f waterlogging/salinity interactions

•

Identifying categories o f saline land via indicator species

•

Deciding whether or not to go ahead with planting saline pastures at all

I think it is important for group to understand about the importance of waterlogging/salinity interaction —
but this can be done just with the pot trial info? I think we could get rid o f the matrix from this workshop
altogether — not really adding to information.
Important to have measurement o f soil and water salinity information in notes — but perhaps we should
make it an optional thing as to how much time they spend on it during the workshop. I think do some
measurement on field trip, quickly go over the outline of the measurement information in notes so they
know how to find it later — and leave it at that.
Don comments
Pg 13

Does the 'Overhead 7. W o r k Sheets. & blurb' need to be in the participants notes?

Pg 20

The ortho-photo bubble is over the overhead title!

Pg 24

Heading for Overhead 20 is not complete — 'Influence o f structures and?'

Flow Tree handout - Needs page numbers.
6.Field trip
The field trip as it was didn't really add value to the workshop.
Choose a field site with a dyke and or hillside seep plus valley floor salinity
The group should have identified salinity and potential salinity risk areas for the field site in the earlier
mapping activity, and use the field trip to ground truth what they thought. Some soil or water salinity
measurement might come into the field trip as part o f the ground truthing. Then out in the field or back in
the venue, there needs to be some level of group presentation/ discussion about their conclusions about
salinity causes, recharge and discharge areas, and potential risk etc.
The choice o f site is very important, as you need it to reflect the information you are presenting. I would
normally choose a site first (in the rough vicinity o f the group who are participating), and then choose the
closet venue to the site. The site needs to be a landscape perspective — not just an expression o f salinity.
(An important point is that the solutions are rarely able to be done on one farm - usually need to be xboundary.)
There were a number o f questions about what to do about the field site while we were there — and no one
got a straight answer. The facilitator should be very familiar with the field site, have identified and mapped
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causes of salinity, recharge/discharge and areas at risk etc themselves (and maybe have as a handout after
groups done their own?) You then need o have prepared 2-3 scenarios for options to manage salinity at the
field site. They don't have to be definite — but there needs to be at least some well thought through
suggestions.
There are two ways you could incorporate options. 1.Discuss at field site. 2.Come back to venue, go
through management options generally (as related to salinity risk) and then have a mini activity where they
choose options for their field site. The first option would have benefit o f discussing and seeing on-site, but
the down side o f not having discussed/presented options beforehand. The second option is neater, as you
wouldn't be jumping the gun, and the activity would fit nicely into the flow o f outcomes through the day.
Ashe comment
Is it possible that participants (in groups) have to come up with a plan at the end o f the day, o f how
best to address the field site and what information they might need etc. Time would need to be
allocated for this purpose.
Caution - You said to group that you thought Simon's site was probably in equilibrium - but I didn't see
any evidence to back this up - except number o f years since clearing. The point o f this workshop is to
provide farmers with the tools and understanding to assess risk on their own farms — and I don't think
comments like that encourage farmers to be more rigorous about risk assessment. Ideally I suppose — you
choose a site which had been monitored for ground water depth and salinity over time - so you have some
information to help make these sorts o f conclusions.
Along same lines, I think benefits o f monitoring depth and salinity over time needs to be promoted more.
We've given them some tools, but what do they really need to have the confidence to make a decision
about options.

Don comment
Pg 27

'Where are the watertables? Shallow within 3 metres or deeper?'

7.The effect o f salinity o n f a r m production a n d profitability
I don't think you really need this section. You could include the salinity/ waterlogging interaction in the
measurement section — as a caution to putting too much emphasis on actual salinity readings? H m m not
sure.
8.Assess the salinity risk f o r y o u r f a r m land
Did they do this part? I think our main focus for the workshop should be on the field site risk assessment —
but it would be good to spend 15mins at end o f day thinking about their own farms and possible risk. They
need to be able to follow the same process/steps to risk assessment as they did for the field site. Maybe
make a up some kind o f assessment sheet with steps to follow/ questions to ask self— that they use in their
small groups for field site — and have same sheet to think about own farm.
9.Preliminary appraisal o f m a j o r potential management options f o r y o u r business
I thought options had too much detail for the outcomes o f this workshop — we don't want to present 20
mins o f the lucerne workshop in this workshop. Spend a bit less time and target the information to how it
fits with salinity risk. Need to manage expectations that this one is N O T about solutions before they get to
the workshop, and then reiterate during the workshop as needed.
Management options needs to be structured towards recharge and discharge
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Need a tighter summary o f the content and outcomes for the day - not just next steps
Don comments
Pg 32 The sequence o f the optional workshop overviews needs to be looked at — it caused a lot of
confusion to the participants and didn't provide a quick 'at-a-glance' overview.
The names o f the optional workshops in the flowchart will need to be changed e.g. Productive use
o f saline land, Deep Drainage, High water use pastures.
Pg 36

Again sequence and also missing a blurb on saltland pastures.

Pg 38

Source — DON!

Facilitator notes

Need times allocated to sections
Need to keep referring to section and page numbers in participant manual
Don't need to repeat so much in facilitator notes — I usually just do running sheets (see example attached)
Don comments
Pg 5-6

Resource checklist

Add:

Camcorder/ video recorder (record process flow and capture actions)
Wireless mouse for presentations (not 'tied' to the computer)
Laser pointer (same as above)
Bell

Pg 9

Number 6 on quiz is green!

Pg 11

Metres not meters (check which dictionary is being used by Microsoft word)

Worth developing and including a simple diagram to explain terminology like 'recharge, evaporation,
leakage and equilibrium' — this unintended discussion grabbed about 5 minutes o f presentation time.
Pg 17
Pg 19

Overhead 12 — double bracket after 'draw moisture'
Overhead 15 caused a similar problem to the pg 11 comments

Suggestions o f seeing actual field examples and/or previous work e.g. Morbinning Catchment work.
Pg 28

Overhead 22 was not discussed at all — is it relevant for the presentation/ learning outcome?

Pg 30 Field activity suggestion — view site/ catchment from high point to consider relative scale,
production considerations etc.
Pg 37 The sequence o f the presentation o f the optional workshops did not follow the guide layout —
became distracting flicking through pages.
Pg 39

Supporting graphs for STEP overview not included.

Pg 40

Saltland pastures were not included in the notes but mention was made o f it.
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Ashe comment
>

Suggest this complements rather than duplicates the workshop guide, so facilitator can work o f the
workshop manual. Include workshop manual page references in facilitator guide.

>

Manuals — found a few spelling errors, need to be proof read, spell checked & justified.
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Participant evaluation o f workshop 'Lucerne — is i t for me?'
Held a t Cunderdin on April 5th 2004

Liked

Things to change

Booklets — having PowerPoint slides to
follow

Start earlier in day so not rushing

Lunch
Good having Rob Beard's experience (local)
Couple o f graphs at end presentation were
good

More time at field site to talk to Rob
Lots South Australian data. Hard to relate local area. Need to
focus more on making relevant to W A and local area workshop
is being held in.
Also need to know background to data so can judge relevance
to us.
Need more rigorous profit information
Would be good to have local experience in the room during
presentation as well?

Rob Beard asked group would they plant lucerne this year?
•

The couple said they thought it was for salty areas, but now they know it's not— and have a much
better idea o f where it would go well.

I also asked Ivan, who left early, for some feedback
•
•

In limitations — should have soil acidity and soil type as well (rather than later?)
Must be more relevant. Need more detail about how profit figures were generated. Need local
examples.

I asked Rob Beard what he thought it would take to get people to try lucerne
•

Not focus on profit, it's not about an increase in DSEs — it's about more grazing in summer and
autumn; the change from shorter to longer...

•

Already know enough about soils and site etc??. Need to know more about the effect o f lucerne in a
cropping system (inter-row or cover), and also about N value in years after lucerne — how long does it
take to

•

W A lucerne growers association is aiming to provide 1:1 help/advice on-farm for potential growers —
to talk about site selection/problems etc — to provide step to action.
He thought most important thing is to sow later (middle June/July) as well as weed and insect control.

•
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Peer evaluation o f workshop 'Lucerne — is i t for me?'
Held a t Cunderdin on April 5th 2004

Overall
You presented lots o f good information on why to grow lucerne, but I feel one o f the main issues with the
workshop was that participants were there to find out how to grow lucerne. Too much time was spent on
the why and not enough on the how - the nuts and bolts and cutting edge stuff. These highlights to m e the
need to really find out the expectations o f your audience beforehand (emphasise in facilitator notes?). In
any case — with these options modules I think most participants will be coming along because they have
been thinking about that specific management option
— but need more information/ detail before making a
decision. Need to focus workshop development more in that area?
The focus for these management option workshops really needs to be on giving participants a clear decision
making process, and I don't think that was done here. I do think though, that you could quite easily achieve
this with a little bit more thinking and juggling (more detailed comment in case study section below).
I agree with participant evaluation that there needs to be much more relevance in presentation. It's fine to
have some SA data in there (as that is what we have most of) but lets be up front about it acknowledge
—
it's SA data — but also document rainfall and this soil type it may be more relevant to our situation than
—
they think. I would also like to see more W A stuff in there
— and for south coast, cental and northern
agriculture so we have a range. I know we don't have much
— but let's put what we do have in there. Have
you looked through all the Evergreen stuff, a Sharon Dawson's stuff, contacted the lucerne growers? I
think the workshop would really benefit from that local data. Let's also identify the gaps. What
information is currently being researched? What is cutting edge?

Trevor comment
Generally needs more local data or a range o f data from different regions i f significantly different. Some
sections need expanded explanations and additional notes or references for the Facilitators. The participants
notes would I think benefit from having some commentary and additional notes through them. A general
summary o f the information presented would round o f the day.
Why the interest in Lucerne overhead - may include some indication o f economics (this may be that lucerne
can be at least as profitable as the current system or otherwise) but may need to indicate that there is more
than just growing lucerne ie the package. (This may depend on where you are in the state and rainfall zones
etc).
Also need to give Diana and others an opportunity to comment on content from a W A perspective.
Participant m a n u a l - general
Presentation o f just PowerPoint slides can be good
— and I particularly liked the clarity o f your extra
information for facilitators. I do think though
in our role developing notes for Million hectares, we
that
—
will need to have much more 'stand-alone' participant notes. Then in conjunction with these I think
running sheets rather than bulky facilitator notes are more useful? W e can discuss participant notes and
running sheets/facilitator notes at the June 4th million hectares meeting
— we need to be consistent across all
modules.
Distracting to have aims o f workshop and why grow lucerne etc across several PowerPoint slides in manual
— more clearly have as one list in manual.
Do need more headings through manual for participants.
There were a couple o f slides (ones with lots figures
— taken from SA manual?) that couldn't read in
manual. Whatever we decide for above though will sort this problem out.
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The colour paper was hard to make notes on — sort o f slippery. The green background turned grey on
printed slides is also very hard to read in booklet. Maybe stick to black and white. Need to discuss at
meeting June 4th. Should assume lowest common denominator for others taking information.
Extra information (what you had on trolley) listed at back participant manual? (Then don't need in
facilitator manual — although should have a note to have it available at the workshop) W e can discuss how
we should handle additional information at June 4t meeting too? Need some level o f consistency in
presentation between modules.
There were many cases where you doubled up on information in your presentation. The problem was you
had an introductory summary slide, and you talked to those points, then had other more specific slides later,
and went through information again. There was also some stuff — like the winter active rating, that was
covered 3 times! Go through and really cut to the chase.
Need to properly acknowledge/reference/source information (SA, Sharon's stuff, other research?)

Rebecca comment
Cover page/acknowledgments/contents
Good that you included space to write next to PowerPoint slides- but because you've done this it may be
possible to leave out some o f the info presented on the slides (that is, they could write it down?) Eg. Pg 9
"high rainfall livestock"- you could leave the "introducing lucerne can:" bit off the slide but still talk about
it.
Some o f the slides are too small to read in the participants notes, especially tables/diagrams (see below)
Should the page numbers be continuous rather than 1-x for each presentation?
Some o f the writing on slides was too small to read on the screen especially some tables/diagrams. I think a
'rule of thumb' is that i f you cannot read it clearly printed out (like in the Participants notes) than the
writing won't be able to be read on the screen either.
Some o f the photos were a bit blurry on screen too
Change the colour o f the axis o f the figure on pg 5 of Participant Notes ("scenarios for..) —cannot see them
clearly

Trevor comment
Include notes intermixed with the overheads at an appropriate level. Not as detailed as the Facilitators guide
but enough to provide basic explanation o f the slides used.

G r o u n d rules
Ground rules best written up and on wall if doing properly — but I ' m not sure they are necessary for a
relatively short technical presentation such as the lucerne module?
Outcomes/ aims
Terminology — you refer to aims in participant manual and outcomes in facilitator notes? Should be
consistent between manuals, and also consistent between Million hectares modules.
All outcomes need to be listed in participant manual for them to refer to. Then don't need in facilitator
notes.
Should include an outcome about establishment and management rules
Participant (Ivan) though said important to focus as much on profit as environmental benefits — but I would
have said they already did?
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The 'overview' and 'areas covered' slides for each section were well done (would be better i f presented as
a list in manual rather than across more than one slide though - same deal as outcomes). I also think that
information should be listed in participant but do need an agenda up front as well for participants to know
where they are in the day. As well as having hard copy in notes, need to have up on wall, present at
beginning o f day, and also refer to as go along. Need times attached. (Add to facilitator notes.)
T r e v o r comment
Provide a breakdown o f the structure o f the day. l e we will have a couple o f presentations followed by a
field visit etc. Lunch Morning and afternoon tea etc

Going through slides

Benefits a n d limitations
Be good to start with participant experiences with lucerne — bring in/refer to benefits and limitations (note
for facilitator)
There also seemed to be quite a lot o f overlap to me in the presentations o f information. W e ' d have a
summary o f benefits and you talked about them — then there was more in-depth information a bit further on
— much of which you had already said during the summary.
Benefits
Seems to me the group are already interested in lucerne, and are pretty aware o f the benefits. More
interested in limitations, especially, in establishment and management. Present benefits more quickly —
fewer slides with focus on a just a couple o f high impact information.
Why grow lucerne? Needs to be one list in manual — too confusing over 3 slides. Third slide was a
different summary to the first two you said 'this is how the SA people out it'. You need to re-think your
structure to the list. As an example, I have structured your points in a way that shows many o f your points
could be grouped or consolidated? (Not saying this is the only way — just an example) Then you need to
follow that more tight structure more closely in presentation so we know where we are in hierarchy of
information.

Water manager

Farm system manager

•

Deeper root system than most agricultural plants

•

Immediate use for product (grazing)

•

Perennial (stays alive all year round, with the
potential to grow all year round)

•

Early winter feed

•

Quality fodder

•

Makes use summer rainfall
Uses more water than most agricultural plants

•

Fits into a cropping system

•

•

Increase in crop yield and quality due to N

•

Disease break in rotation
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Soil manager
•

Recycling o f leached nutrients

•

Improved soil structure

Weed manager
•

Tool to manage herbicide resistance

Other
•

Alternative farm products

•

Cheaper to establish than trees

There was a question around nutrient management as to when N would become available to subsequent
crops, and how much? (This was a key question from field site host as well.)
The slide with 4 pictures (under nutrient manager) needs to have more background information presented.
Say where it is (eg SA) up front, but also find out soil type and rainfall etc, for participants to gain an idea
o f relevance. Just because it's SA doesn't mean it's not relevant — we just need to provide data. Another
question — can we use W A sites in as may examples as possible. You have the time in this project to gather
data/ photos/ information — so let's do that leg work for future presenters.
In additional information on p17 o f facilitator notes, says lucerne could take an extra 118m o f water out of
soil profile. Is that per year? per what?
In additional information on p18 o f facilitator notes (last dot point), says yield depressions in crops
following lucerne had been noted. W e need to know where this site was — soil type and rainfall and what
crop — so participants can get some idea o f relevance.
Limitations
Need a heading 'Limitations' in manual. More headings generally so we can follow hierarchy of
information.
Ivan commented that soil acidity and soil type should be in limitations list?
The common myths should be part o f limitations.
Why are common myths after review?
On p20 o f facilitator notes, presentation 1 should be 2 (and so on for next presentations...)
There was a question about what varieties are more salt tolerant than others? It's OK to say lucerne is not
salt tolerant — but are there small differences between varieties (the field site owner seemed to think so?).
Salado was mentioned.
Next section?
What are we up to next? Why is W A R stuff here? Should perhaps keep these limitations to broad farming
systems stuff, and have new section on establishment and management information where get into more
detail. Even then, I think the pictures etc should be in an appendix, and just tell about main principles.
Waterlogging not necessary.
Soil salinity slide just scrape in — but need to provide a note in facilitator notes as to what mS/m equates to
in terms sea water or something.
For summer rainfall, I would just make a statement like 'on average, one third o f our annual rainfall falls
outside the annual growing season' (but check to get the correct statement of course). And the statement
should be made way back when listing the water management benefits o f lucerne.
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Where lucerne fits into farming systems is important — but I think this activity should be a bit later - still in
introductory stuff here? I would also ask the question — what do you mean by high and low-medium
rainfall — put some broad figures on it (bearing in mind this is supposed to be useful in SA as well — need to
keep thinking objectively).

Trevor comment
Soil Salinity Considerations table (page 27) units in table and low, moderate etc should be the same. Also
may be worth distinguishing between survivals vs. productive stands.
Add local data where possible. Slide 25 could easily have local summer rainfall data added to it. It also
suggests that in the shires with data that there are 30 — 40 % o f years that have over 2 inches o f summer
rainfall.

Environmental benefits
Environmental benefits. Why separate to other benefits? Should all be together. Spent 14 slides and lots
time here just saying it uses more water than other agricultural options. Don't need this level detail. Could
perhaps pull some high impact figs out to mention when presenting earlier water management stuff — but as
a whole over the top. I know the million hectares stuff is about environmental sustainability — and you
have pulled the info together, so perhaps could have information in facilitator appendices as optional
information. They can then add the information to participant notes if they want to. My hunch is that most
groups would not want to spend the time here, as they already know it's good for increasing water use
across landscape.
Made next comments — but as mentioned above I don't think most o f these slides should be in presentation
at all:
•

Page 34 facilitator notes — 1993 — what is background to this data? W A or SA? As the potential
audience for the workshop will be from all over W A and perhaps SA (from GRDC view at least) our
workshops need to reflect a range o f data/ examples.

•

Page 36 facilitator notes, slide 13 — different spelled wrongly.

•

Page 3 (in this section) participant notes — comparison o f annual leakage was not for W A — big rainfall
events different. That's OK — but would need to make background to data more clear.

•

Leakage calculator too small

•

The soil stabiliser slide should have been earlier in benefits if at all. I don't think it adds much though
—just takes up space and time.

Trevor comment
Page 32 slide 5 look at W A perspective. I would group annual crops and pasture together.
Page 35 ,slide 111 would look at using the new leakage calculator o f Paul Rapers to tie in with other
workshops.
Page 36 slide 12 could again refer to the new leakage calculator.
Additional information for slide 13 page 36 needs to be expanded on. All scenarios are not explained.
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Critical success factors f o r establishment a n d management
This is not a current section — but I think it could be? Seems a gap to me. They were asking for nuts and
bolts and this could provide some o f that sort o f info before going out to field site. I don't think it needs to
be huge —just a list o f key success factors so they are aware o f the key issues as much as anything
The scenarios o f different rainfalls could perhaps start off the section — to give it a farming systems flavour
— then go into key success factors?
There was a question about lucerne costing $100-120/year to establish. Is this right? Do we need some
data?

Prioritise y o u r LMUs
Maybe should call this 'So where will lucerne grow? (Or something) —For a more simple approach. I don't
think there is any information in the manual about actual prioritising o f LMUs —just where it will or won't
grow?
The landscape location visuals are a bit confusing. Could you just find a good landscape cross-section that
shows a typical wheatbelt cross section (maybe have one for ancient drainage and one for rejuvenated
drainage, and the facilitator uses the one relevant to the workshop. That should show typical recharge and
discharge areas, areas prone to salinity and waterlogging??
Then to add to that, you need to clearly mark (or have them mark) where in landscape lucerne will grow
well, and where it will not grow. Have a list or something to go with it. This is the first step in participant
decision making — and we need to give them very clear tools/steps to help make the decision.
It's good to have lots o f slides of lucerne growing — but there does need to be a point to them, and most of
the slides shown did not value add to participant decision making skills. So which sites are most ideal in
landscape? Show photos o f these sites. Show sites in W A (south coast, central and northern o f possible) as
well as a couple from SA. I f there aren't any available — take some — ask others to take some digitally I
their area and email them to you — be thorough - this project has been through at least one full growing
season already — plenty o f opportunity in past — hopefully still enough time now?
Of the photos in the manual already:
•

The 'lucerne on rising ground' one — my initial thoughts would be that the site is greatly at risk of
rising saline groundwater/ waterlogging. Lucerne is expensive to grow
— how would I make a decision
whether
would
the
lucerne
groundwater
rise,
would
the
rise stop the lucerne in a year
to
stop
as
my
or
or two? I believe our workshop needs to help them make these decisions — and give them tools to do
so. How deep is the groundwater here? How saline is it? How did the grower make the decision to
grow? How long has it been in and has it impacted groundwater levels at all? How can we help the
participants make these kinds o f decisions?

•

The `samphire on left' one - one o f your main points is that lucerne does not grow in saline land. From
this picture — it seems to me it does. So why? What is the soil type? How deep is the groundwater?
Does it not get waterlogged? Why is it growing here? You need to choose the slides carefully to help
make your points. This one as it was presented seemed to contradict your point.

•

The magnesia patch one — what is the point o f this one? I f SA has magnesia but we don't
— have as
option in facilitator appendices?

•

Lucerne on deep sand one — how is it growing on deep sand? You gave some rules o f thumb as to
where lucerne grows — and I thought that was not on deep sand - need some explanation \

Rebecca comment
In the "Prioritise your LMUs" and "ID cash outlay" sections (from pg 39) add some additional info to the
slides (I noticed in your presentation that it seemed to flow better when you had the additional info to refer
to)
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Trevor comment
Pages 39 - Prioritise your land management units needs more additional notes to accompany the slides.
Case study
I wasn't clear on this activity — perhaps to do with my comments below?
The case study/field site mapping activity needs to be part o f a defined decision making process. W e need
to provide a step-wise process for participants to follow, and list the tools they can use to help at each step.
W e need them to be able to make a decision once they are back home — and I don't think this format helped
them to do this. The lucerne site selection check is on the right track — but didn't go far enough. For
instance the lucerne site selection check asks for texture, salinity, pH etc — and given they go and gather
that data at home — how do they then know what texture, salinity, pH etc is right or wrong for lucerne — as
there is no information in the notes about that (the flow chart 'is my soil suitable?' is closest — but that is at
back o f manual — needs to have been addressed way earlier?). The participant notes need to clearly present
that information — and present it is a way that makes their decision making process about site selection
easy. I think this is the crux o f this module — to get this decision making process right — and easy to follow.
Then we use the field site for participants to practice it.
As an example o f a step wise process (very rough - but to give you a picture)
1. Identify appropriate sites for lucerne on farm
a) Use landscape cross-section to identify broad areas with potential for lucerne
b) Use aerial photo to map specific areas with potential for lucerne
2. Document soil texture, salinity, pH, phosphorus, barriers to root growth etc at each area to check
suitability (needs lots supporting info here - which we don't have in manual?)
3. Rank areas in terms o f suitability for lucerne
4. For chosen site/s, note key success factors to
a)

establishment

b)

management

Without being given background data, the activity wasn't very useful in terms o f helping decision making
capability. How would these participants know any o f the answers in the worksheet. And without knowing
those answers, they are not choosing a site based on good decision making a planning. They don't know
how saline or waterlogged the site is in reality.
Could do it in 2 sections imstead:
•

Get them to have a quick go at identifying potential sites on the aerial by eye only (as you did) — but
using some sort o f checklist to do with recharge sites etc, then tell them which site the farmer chose
and why. Then show them the completed checklist for that site and have a discussion around
suitability o f the site.

•

A second part to activity could be to have 3 completed site selection checks for sites (can just make
up), and ask groups to rank them in order o f suitability for lucerne, and why. Discussion can be around
those reasons. This way the activity would be value adding the information about how to select site
well.

Rebecca comment
The worksheets that are included are handy, but I think that you need to go through the sheets with the
participants relating it to what they are thinking o f doing, rather than the field site (so they can go through
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the check when they go back to their own farms).- I don't think it was reasonable to ask the participants to
fill it out for the field site.
Also need to go through the "checklist for establishing dryland lucerne"
Trevor comment
Page 45 worksheet. How to use the check?
Once the sheet is filled in what are the parameters that help to decide suitability?
The latest work on Flow tube that suggests for the eastern wheatbelt that planting on valley floor areas that
are likely to become saline in the future is the best way to go for a recharge management (as well as
localised systems) would suggest that areas in the valley floors where waterlogging and salinity aren't
currently an issue could be planted to lucerne. The vertical scale on slides 4 and 5 are probably exaggerated
and over simplify the situation?
Additional notes for the facilitator should indicate some initial site determination o f areas suitable to
lucerne and at least an example o f the type o f map being sought from participants.
Description o f how to run the activity, divide into groups o f 3 or 4. Use markers pens etc. How can the
learning's be built on through discussion or presentation back to the group?
Field trip
Good field trip. Good that there were a number o f sites in different places in the landscapes.
The link between case study and actual site could have been stronger.
Would have been good to have documented background data for field sites we looked at — history in terms
of lucerne, and future prospects.
Would have liked to know how far watertable was at that last site — again — how do I make a decision about
growing lucerne low in the landscape right near obvious salinity. How risky is this? How do I make a
decision?

Rebecca comment
Field sites may have been a bit too far to travel, but I don't think that could have been helped.
I D cash outlay
Thought there was good stuff in here
As participants said — they need more background to what makes up the income/ how the income figure
was worked out?
There was a comment about a trial with 'Maxine's ewes' - maybe some data to follow up?
You said things like 'sheep did OK on this' —but what is OK. Translate into some sort o f production
figure? (Caroline must have done this in STEP??)
I like the planning for lucerne flow chart. Might be more useful right up front in workshop?
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Rebecca comment
In the "Prioritise your LMUs" and "ID cash outlay" sections (from pg 39) add some additional info to the
slides (I noticed in your presentation that it seemed to flow better when you had the additional info to refer
to)

Trevor comment
Felicity Flugge in the CRC has done some recent runs on Lucerne in the Cunderdin MIDAS model that has
it selecting it as being profitable. May need to have a talk to her and might be some data that can be
incorporated.

Cropping a n d Grazing
This was also very useful stuff — could see participants perking up. W e need to make sure we leave time to
cover these last areas more comprehensively. M y feeling is that it should be covered in establishment and
management stuff — perhaps include a section on cover cropping in there?
Slide on 'gross margin and dryland lucerne in central west Victoria' — there was a comment that it would be
good to find out whether this was an average year etc — as it would be easy to do in a good year — but not in
others.

Trevor comment
Grazing in the l summer. !O % flowering or about to loose leaves through droughting. (Quick grazing
only).
Page 83 slide 16. This slide doesn't seem to be correct?
Additional information for grazing o f lucerne. May be better to refer to a combination o f when to start
grazing and when to finish grazing (ie grazed for 1 - 2 weeks or no more than 5 days after lucerne grazed
back to stems. Potential to manage lucerne for high rates o f production vs. maintenance etc. Then show
how this can fit into 6 paddock or other rotation systems including use o f supplementary feeding or other
feeds?

W h e r e to f r o m here?
Should run through the decision making steps again quickly (once they are developed). Could use as a
quick review session — ask group to recall the steps in decision making. Can use as a basis for discussion
about what they need to make that decision — take into practice.
Trevor comment
Page 89 slide 4. PH4.8 vs. 6.5?
Having the facilitator work briefly into a session o f where to now for the group in relation to Lucerne and
or other Workshops etc.
Facilitator notes
Table o f contents — 'error bookmark etc'
I thought needed closer instruction/attention for activities — eg in pairs only one participant was working on
task etc. Not really something to add to notes though. Just a comment.
Rebecca comment
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Page 2- "published by ???"
Table o f contents needs completing
Will the running sheet be included in final product?? I f so, you'll need to change it a bit (eg. Remove
coordinators)
Do you need the 2-column table for resource checklist?
The worksheets etc. are not included in the page count
Trevor comment
Be prepared, arrive and set up early. I ' m sure the notes already indicate this. Trying to get things done at
the last minute you will undoubtedly get caught out with machines, computers or simply road works.
Have time to get boards prepared, or have butchers paper pre-prepared ready for recording on. Already
mentioned in the facilitators' guide.
Where possible when asking questions and trying to involve the group (drawing them into the presentation)
it is good to ask every one or go around the table. Can be used as a tool to make sure everyone gets equal
chance to express them selves.
Where possible expand on the running notes in the facilitators notes, a little more background info may be
useful in places or add references.
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Participant evaluation of Perennial Grasses workshop
Held a t Morbinning on April 14th 2004

Rating o f workshop on a scale o f 1 to 7, where 1=useless and 7= extremely useful
5, 5.5, 6, 7, 7, 7, 7 (1 o f these said '7 - because o f site')
Average=6.4

Liked

Things to change

Field site

Economics

•

Hands-on approach

•

Economic model too broad

•

Seeing reality

•

•

Seeing the effect o f ripping/ no ripping

Where did the data for STEP come from? What is
background?

•

Good that it was relevant to our area

•

Is there any real life data? Evergreen?

•

Good that Dean had tried it

•

Any info from SGSL sites?

•

Would have liked more time to discuss different situations

The A3 chart very useful
Good supporting documentation
Pots to identify grass species useful
Technical data

Understand that haven't got all information needed on
management, chemical data etc — a bit ahead o f selves? Be up
front about where research is at, what we don't know yet.
Perhaps there is an opportunity to be part of latest research?

,
Finding out about the Evergreen group
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Peer evaluation of Perennial Grasses workshop
Held a t Morbinning on April 14th 2004

Comments below made by Jenny unless otherwise indicated (Ashe or Rebecca)
Learning outcomes
Learning outcomes really should be in participant notes, so they have an overall perspective o f where the
workshop is headed
Like to see an overall learning outcome (probably instead of your key question and benefit) as well as the
detailed ones. W e need to be consistent with our million hectares approach? (Can discuss at our meeting
June 4th?)

Overall layout
I ' m note sure about using the PowerPoint slides as participant notes — there are pros and cons — I think it is
something else we need to discuss and decide on at our June 4 meeting.
There are a number o f slides that are too small to read as they are — and I think are important enough to be
documented in the notes as straight information, rather than squashed in as a slide?
•

Slides 5-6, 12, 1, 1-26, 32, 33, 35, 36, 38, 50

There are also some slides that should be shown on overhead but not included in participant notes —just
take up room.
I have trouble reading over some o f the darker colours — in particular the dark aqua green colour.
Any slides that show perennials growing in a paddock etc (not just the pot identification stuff) should have
information on where it is, rainfall and soil type — so can relate to own area.
Need to reference all information sources — and then add 'adapted by T Lacey....' i f that's what you have
done.
New section new page
Need page numbers
Needs section numbers through participant notes that match facilitator notes

Ashe comment - general
Good length — 3-4 hours enables farmers to travel to a site and remain focussed.
Ideally have a farmer (linked to the site) who is prepared to come along
Lucky that this site (as part o f SGSL) had a dearth o f information on hand that could be included. However
future workshops may not have access to this type o f information — therefore need to layout the program to
account for situations when only basic information is available. Perhaps have 2 workshop programs as a
guide??
Timing was good — note to consider undertaking workshop whilst grasses are flowering — for easy
identification in the field.
As a technical workshop well received. I don't think that the workshop resulted in the participants
developing an initial strategy for perennial grasses on their farm. I f this is an outcome then there needs to
be a greater linkage between activities back to their own property.
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Perhaps provide a list o f all the current SGSL sites and Evergreen sites that have perennial grasses
established (along with info resources available for each site eg: EM38, maps e t c ) to assist facilitators in
the beginning. This can be backed up with contact details for SGSL and Evergreen to update this database.
(I like the idea — but also need to first really consolidate what decision making process we would like them
to adopt — and provide as much information to match that process whatever it is. I think we need to be
more clear about how the maps can be used in their decision making process — whether facilitator or
participant?? - JC)
Ashe comment - overheads
Personally — I had difficulty reading some o f the blend o f colours on overheads and handouts. Don't use
red/green together in diagrams or tables — many blokes are colour blind.
Although the overheads etc will be standardised across all workshops
— perhaps could make the header
section (blue) narrower, to provide more room on the slide for points/pictures etc.
Check for spelling errors on overheads — found a few!
Ashe comment — participant notes general
Page numbers needed.
Just a query — should these notes be booklet o f the overheads or does there need to be a different layout of
this information? Some o f the slides were not needed. Slide 42 had no extra info and the map o f slide 44
did not print.
In some cases the Facilitators notes had some vital information that was not included in the workshop
notes. I know that one assumes participants will take notes during the workshop, but this often doesn't
happen. Having this extra info is important for later reference. I f some o f the management info is detailed
in the CD, then perhaps reference this at the appropriate places.

Rebecca comment —participant notes
Page numbers
I have actually misplaced my Participants notes with all my scribblings in it!!- sorry
Rebecca comment — presentation
The slides were great- lots o f pictures and very colourful
Why use the mouse to flick through slides? It seems very awkward to hold onto the mouse and point to
stuff on the screen without pulling the laptop off the desk- why not use the keyboard?
I think you went through the beginning parts way too quick and some o f the stuff in the Facilitator guide
wasn't in the presentation.

Introduction
(I missed a bit o f contexting)
OK to do ground rules quickly for technical courses such as this one (as you did)
— they are much more
important for things like group goal setting and planning etc.
Role o f perennial pastures from a resource management perspective
When you presented the review o f the introduction to salinity workshop, I thought it was just a review. I
see from the outcomes though, that it really is to deliver outcome 1. In this case — I don't think you need
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slides 7 and 8. Maybe not even 9 and 11? This is something that could possibly be consistent through a
number o f workshops — we should discuss at out June 4th meeting.
Presentation assumes participants have done introductory module — which don't think we can assume.
Workshops need to be stand alone (we just say what assumptions we have made before we start).
Purpose should be about the outcome — not about a review of another module (that was more how you did
it)
Suggested approach also talks about other module. Can be notes in facilitator notes for groups that have
done the intro module (linking notes?) but otherwise need to assume they haven't done it.
PS - I have had problems reading the leaky calculator figures at any o f the presentations — in booklet and on
screen.
Rebecca comment
Grammar error slide 4
Range o f species a n d varieties
Did you do the bit about asking participants what they grow/ are aware o f other growing/ their experience
o f perennials? I don't remember them discussing this? It is a good inclusion.
I like the pot plants — good activity. Note in facilitator notes to have as many as possible that are growing
locally/regionally.
Could be useful to spend a bit more time discussing what features to look for in identification?
I say later that I think it's OK to just discuss the C3 and C4 in one place — not two. Leave out o f this
section?
Don't need slide 14 — do later as well at slide 28 — why have twice
Don't need slide 15 — already have as an exercise
Slides 16-26 - photos of species. Good resource -adds to the A4 photo cards. I can't read the black on
green writing though — might need to present not as a PowerPoint. Could be good resource for participants
to go back to later to check out features? (Or do they double up completely with the A4 photo cards)
Slide 19 — spelling `Sataria'
Would be good to be able to follow slide 13 points through the presentation, but not that clear — more
headings? Did we cover each o f those points in this section? Where were the perennial rules o f thumb?
Do we need that slide at all —just have section on varieties and their characteristics or something.
In facilitator notes says slide 16 might be a good time to introduce CD. I don't think so — I think have
towards end to consolidate what you have been saying throughout workshop, and guide them through use
of a good resource (as you did).
Slide 26-spelling Puccinellia wrong
Ashe comment - Identification o f perennial grass species activity
Good idea
Many participants will have no idea (as was the case at Morbinning) — suggested change. Have some
laminated photos o f each o f the plants and in groups/or individuals get them to match up the photos with
the plants. (I especially like this idea — JC). Can have some extra photos with no pot-plant matches.
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Rebecca comment
I liked where we had to identify the potted species
Identify environment...
This outcome/heading and the following one are swapped around in participant vs. facilitator notes
Slides 27-30 are in this section in facilitator notes and in next section in participant notes — bit mixed up as
to what information is delivering what outcomes?
The extract from Tim's CD is in this section in facilitator notes and in Critical management factor section
in participant notes
Do you need the overview slide 27? Seems slides 28-30 could really just be included in the previous
section. In fact — they don't need to be here at all — just have a reference to the chart in text.
Need reference sources for A3 Growth characteristics chart listed on chart - also a more full title— so
others can reference the chart.
Excellent information charts.

Understand role (and limitations) of perennial grasses i n farming systems
Salinity/waterlogging matrix — need to reference original source (Barrett-Lennard, Ed (2003) Saltland
Pastures o f Australia).. .then i f you added something in say — adapted by T Lacey....
Slide 33 very useful. Participants seemed to use that more than anything to choose species mix for their
field site activity. Could we get any more suggested mixes documented? From Evergreen group, Eastern
States?
There was also a question about what legumes could go in the companion species mixes (what, and how
you would introduce them into mix). As we are advocating systems thinking/doing, I think it would be
good to provide information on whole systems rather than just the grass component (for establishment and
management too).
Slide 35 — orange label boxes cover up each other. Also can't read some parts.
Slide 36— talked about C3 and C4 in earlier section — I think should bring the earlier slide into this one and
do it all at once?
Slide 38 —there was a query during the workshop about quality, and you said need that not all species were
sown at same time/ or their optimum time so quality will reflect that. Need to note that kind o f background
information/ assumptions in notes.
More depth on quality o f feed — figures, data more weighting — palatability?
Probably need more o f the points from the facilitator notes in the participant notes as well eg what
information do we want them to go away with about rotations? Need a bit more depth/basic statements in
participant notes.

Critical management factors
Should this be 'critical establishment and management factors'?
Needs an overview first eg slide 41, and summary tips table, then the extracts from Tims' CD. In fact I
think key data from Tim's CD could be better presented in a more clear way
— looks like a bit o f a data
dump?. They are getting the CD anyway - should we try to pick the relevant points out for participant
notes? I also think the workshop needs to cover more o f the grazing management stuff during the
workshop, rather than having it just as follow up information in notes.
Critical management factors inset from Tim's CD:
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•

Needs to be referenced properly (with date and word `draft'?)

•

Be better on new page

•

Is all this information already included within the A3 chart? I f so — mention that. I f not, think need
more of a summary

•

Can't read slide 36 in facilitator notes

Jars seed handed around good too
Mentioned the $40 mix as starting point to see what grows where — good to have in facilitator notes
Facilitator should have some local knowledge about cost of seed, who does the mixes etc — add to notes for
them to find out?
There were several questions about killing broadleaf in perennial pastures/ pasture mixes. Need more
information in participant and facilitator notes on weed kill/management? Paddy melon and capeweed
rated mentions several times.
There were also several questions on application — tickling in etc — and interested in Dean's experience
with poor establishment with minimum tillage?
Do we want to have a warning about weed potential with some species somewhere?
Ashe comment — critical management factors
Good introduction to Perennial Grasses, however I don't think farmers came away with the confidence to
establish their own grass site.
More detailed information (particularly in their booklets and presentation) on critical management factors.
Following delivery o f this info perhaps consider having a scenario (or several developed for different
regions) that is proposed to the group and then they have to make some 'within season' management
decisions etc. These scenarios could easily be developed from Evergreen Farmers.

Costs a n d benefits
New page
Slide 42 blank in notes
Slide 44 for standard farm location is missing bits in notes
Be good to show a few different perennial transitions rather than just the one— show the sensitivities. I
think how we need to discuss and decide about how we present STEP for all o f the workshops at our June
1st o r 4th meeting
Slide 50 - % should be dse
Ashe comment
Costs and benefits (&/or measured production). Presenting the costs associated with the transition using
STEP is one level, however you also need to include the basics. Breakdown o f costs per hectare
(establishment, year 2 year 3). There are many examples around to access some figures over several years
and then balance this with measured production levels, translated into returns/ha.

Field activity
I n d o o r part
Have field site area clearly marked on map
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I feel there should be more specific instructions for the activity, eg:
1)

Outline areas o f low, medium and high salinity/waterlogging (or may want to mark on for them). Is
soil type an issue?

2)

Using the A3 chart and other resources (be specific about which resources to use), plan a perennial
grasses mix for each area. Should include legume/broadleaf component? (If don't, all the
establishment and management techniques won't be realistic?)

3)

Note key establishment and management strategies for your mix (using x resources)

It's important w e provide them with a decision making process they can replicate once back home in
different circumstances
Don't need slides 54, 55, 56 and 57 as they have them enlarged anyway
Pens etc hard to use on colour photo paper — black and white might be best? (Discuss on June 4th across all
workshops).
I checked with Paul Raper re the E M depths as they didn't seem right to me. He said the 3 and 80cm on the
map legend actually refer to the hight the equipment is mounted on the motorbike. The salinity depths
would be similar to those for any E M readings as follows. An EM38 has 2 modes - vertical, which
measures the electrical conductivity o f the top l m soil, and horizontal, which measures the top 0.5m soil.
The EM31 measures the soil profile down to about 4-6m. This needs to be in notes somewhere if using
maps as base information.
I had a bit o f a problem with the activity in that it should be able to help participants use the same technique
for their own farms later. How useful are the E M conductivity maps? I don't think participants were using
them to get an idea o f the level o f salinity, as the legends are confusing and not consistent between the 2
depths. Also they don't indicate the salinity/waterlogging interaction. I think they were just going for
particular colours. Would it be better to use the salinity/waterlogging matrix with a range o f normal
indicator species — so participants could use the matrix to identify whether the site is high, medium or low
waterlogging/salinity? Our role should be to find the decision making tool which participants can easily
pick up and use for their own farms.
O u t d o o r part
Well chosen site and farmer.
Would have been handy to have a summary sheet o f the site management history, bore readings etc for
participants to refer to. (Add to facilitator notes?)
Would be good to have a map o f what grass species came up where and when on field site — could relate to
salinity, waterlogging, soil type, establishment or management techniques, weather etc?? I know this
would be quite a bit more work for presenter — but an excellent base for discussion around some o f the key
learning points. (Add to facilitator notes.)

Ashe comment —field activity
There was more o f a discussion in the field. Is this what you wanted or were you looking f o r a little more
structure? Perhaps have 1 or 2 activities that they can undertake in the field — otherwise people will tend
to split into smaller conversations and then veer o f the topic.
Facilitator notes
I still believe the facilitation notes should be more like running sheets and leave the technical and basic
activity info to the participant notes. This is something we can discuss as part o f approach for all
workshops though at June 4th meeting.
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Facilitation outline says to find out what farmers want/need to know about the subject. Was that done?
Perhaps we need to specify in facilitator notes how we could tailor a bit differently for different groups?
I ' m not sure — another one for agenda on June 4th.
Spelling p6 2nd line 'what is their, not there

Rebecca comment - facilitator notes
Note: some o f these comments are only little things, but I have included them in case they have been
overlooked.
Justify the paragraphs
Set out the paragraphs to be more reader friendly- ie. insert line between paragraphs
It might be easier to follow i f the notes relating to each slide were underneath/next to the particular slide
It's good having the extracts, reports etc. in boxes
The axis labels and the legend on the 2nd graph down on the left (pg 23) need fixing. Also on slide 35.
Map isn't on slide 44 (pg 40)
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Participant evaluation of workshop 'Deep drainage — keeping the watertable level'
Held i n Kellerberrin o n April 21st 2004

Rating o f workshop on a scale o f 1 to 7, where 1=useless and 7 = extremely useful
3, 4, 6, 6, 7 (1 left early)
Average=5.2

Liked
(Didn't say anything they liked — I did ask 3 times —but I think they just got carried away with the
suggestions to help make it better — JC)
Things to change - general
Want the facilitation booklet - it had more information
More information under 'surface' not just another heading
Hard to read grey background
Some figs to small eg soil texture triangle
Page numbers in booklet don't continue
I f got to drainage, probably looked at other options already? (Sorry — can't remember what this one was
about — JC)
Would be good to have examples o f a small scale and a large group scale drainage
application/implementation
Hydrological cycle terminology — needs to be on full page so can read
Be good to have a blank notice o f intent in the back o f booklet (as well as example)
Good to have a list o f suppliers to go to about alternatives eg gravel around to stop maintenance costs
(sorry not sure what this one is — IC)
Drainage regulations booklet
Need a list o f who can support those wanting to go about drainage - who does what
CLTs (new lots o f something similar being trained in WA)
•
•

Dept Ag staff eg Harry — to help with/ administer applications o f intent to drain

•

Environmental consultants (one o f participants mentioned an Ian someone from Perth being very good)

•

How can local CLCs, local landcare groups etc help?

Things to change - field site
More examples
Going to a site where drains were well established and yield monitoring/other changes had occurred would
have been good.
There are other sites in area — would have been good to see around. See wider range and some o f longer
term effects. How they have/haven't maintained etc.
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One participant in particular thought it was a useful site — to see the amount o f work put into it
Are there cheaper options? Craig(?) said might not be relevant. Lisa wanted to go into it more (same as
lucerne?). Provide information on other options for site.
Good to see drains that don't work and why
Things to change - STEP
Not for everyone
Would be nice to have a comparison with other options
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Peer evaluation of workshop 'Deep drainage — keeping the watertable level'
Held i n Kellerberrin on April 21st 2004

Overall
There will be probably be a range o f more and less knowledgeable participants - need to manage better
with optional sections? (See notes in text below). And comment in facilitator notes?
Might need to have stronger ground rules in this module — in context at beginning? Often contentious,
emotive. Maybe need a note in facilitator notes to that effect?
Core presentation needs to focus more on a process/ tools to help assess deep drainage as an option for
them. Optional sections might help here too.
Note Don — don't try to answer questions you don't know the answer to. Ask i f anyone else there knows it
first. Then have a stab — but also say you will check and get back to them (and write it down). It's OK to
not to know everything.
Note for when Rebecca has written surface water module — check consistent in definitions.
T r e v ' s comment
The workshop covered a good breadth o f material, notes to the facilitator need to indicate the need to
selectively pick out relevant information for the group and not necessary to cover everything in this detail.
Glossary o f terms is good but needs to be kept constant for all workshops.
Maintained an unbiased information delivery o f deep drainage as an option.
Need to include in one o f the workshops some sort o f structure for comparison o f options — possibly STEP
or Introduction to salinity workshop??
Participant notes - general
Name — keep the watertable level — I like your creativity in titles — definitely makes more catchy — but
could give the impression we don't want to drop them? Just a thought.
Liked how all your slides had originsrplace etc — makes more relevant.
Table content error note (as all booklets)
Same deal with PowerPoint notes (colour and size o f figs means can't read some) as for lucerne feedback
Outcomes listed
Page numbers
Sections in facilitator and participant notes need to match.

T r e v ' s comment
Include notes and comments through the participants manual. Farmers wanted a copy o f the facilitators
notes. Facilitators notes may have more detail and additional notes or further references if they want to
chase up additional information as well as the running sheet /information.
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F i r s t section — characteristics etc
Could start the session by asking participants `so what is a deep drain? A s k for examples o f deep drains
from audience — and ask what makes them think o f it as a deep drain.
Then present your definition o f a deep drain — as in page 17— one which intercepts the groundwater — ie a
groundwater drain. I like that as a bit of a memory tag thing?
Then present the 3 water systems. In doing this, I think you first need to present a big clear schematic
visual o f a simple landscape/soil X-section is needed (could be a big poster, could be just drawn on
whiteboard)— and show how the 3 water systems work (just simply). In particular where might the
groundwater pop up in the landscape and why — as that is where you want to be heading in this workshop.
They need to know how to assess where they have groundwater impacting on production — in order to know
whether a deep drain is the way to go. (The X-section approach will help understanding o f the principles
under the soil surface than only showing photos of the surface.)
Then after that - can show the different types o f banks/drains that manage each o f the systems — add them
one the X-section to show how they fit in the landscape and which soil layers they cut into. Then you can
show photos o f a range o f different options — focusing though on the principles. Bring the participants
examples back in to show where they fit based on principles — helps make relevant.
The information on soil texture/components, soil characteristics, barriers to water flow etc would be more
useful if it was presented in the context of what that means to deep drainage (see above idea?). I don't
think it adds much to the workshop as it is. Could be in appendix?
Might want to put a note about banks vs. drains definition in facilitator notes - just a terminology issue —
that you are going to call them all drains etc.
Your picture o f surface water looks more like an interceptor bank to m e — mainly because o f it's depth. (I
guess it depends on the soil type and depth to a less permeable layer.) Maybe check the source? In fact — I
just read the notes underneath and it says it's an interceptor drain — which means it is managing sub-surface
water? M u understanding is that all interceptor banks intercept seepage?
Wasn't that clear what run off and run on was
There was a question about silcrete what is it — what are chemical components
The slides about rainfall and importing salt, waterlogging, production decline, salinity and waterlogging
interaction don't add much. I suggest it is included as an options segment — for those groups who would
like to spend time on that background stuff. I think we should have a standard presentation and notes
across all management modules for this.
There was a comment to check whether t/ha or kg ha for salt imported.
There was a question at time about slope ratio 1:20 = % ?? (Sorry not sure what that was about)
T r e v ' s comment
I found some o f the overheads hard to read. Eg. the soil components Triangle. I think that some of these
could be blown up to a decent size on a page in addition to the slide so that they can be seen and read more
easily. Slide 4 Soil Characteristics "Soil Groups Chart" The facilitators notes could recommend getting a
supply o f these and having a copy available to the farmers if thought they were worthwhile.
Slide % could be accompanied with directions o f how to create a soil peel to bring the paddock inside so to
speak or vice versa a pit could be organised for viewing on the field trip. This may also be useful in
determining the rate o f flow in particular soil types.? Highlighting barriers to flow etc. Slide 6 could be
accompanied by examples o f Silcrete, calcrete and Coffee rock. I f any Magnetics surveys have been done
for the area they will show the presence o f dykes and rock structures. Often useful to check with Local
Hydrologists and often mining companies may have magnetics which they may or may not be willing to
part with.
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W e need to standardise terminology throughout the workshops. I think the definition o f Leakage in the
Deep Drainage manual is different to the definition in the Lucerne WS and probably different for those in
other workshops. Page 20 slide 17 t/ha vs kg/ha.
Slide 21 you could have some suggestions on how to run this with the group. l e bring up questions one at a
time and get answers from the group (as you did in the workshop). Have answers listed alongside the
questions for the presenter's benefit.

Field trip
In setting up field activity, really need to find a site where:
•

You know roughly what is going on under the surface, ie can hazard a good guess at the cause — there
has been some research there.

•

The example drain reflects your workshop material — i f you are saying deep drainage is only
appropriate where groundwater is causing the problem — then find a site where you know this is the
case (or not the case — but best to have both)

The case study site didn't reflect this. They were indeed deep drains, but looking at them and talking to
farmer didn't provide participants with any more help on how to assess whether deep drainage was for
them.
I think having more than one drain is essential. Ones that have worked and ones that haven't preferably
(obviously need to be tactful with owner — fully open). Need to have thoroughly researched a good site.
More important for deep drainage than other modules perhaps — because you really need to know what's
going on underneath the surface.
I think for the deep drainage module — getting participants to plan anything beforehand won't work. I'd
present participants background information for each drain, with a handout — maybe structured around
decision making questions??
Most o f the value to participants will be discussion o f field site, especially how leamings can apply to own
farm/situation.
For a final section could ask participants (ahead o f time) to bring in their farm maps i f they want — look at a
couple o f them as a group — ask about site, what they are thinking of doing etc. Not going to come up with
an answer, but will come up with idea o f where to start, what questions to ask, what information to gather
etc. A couple o f examples like this would give participants an idea o f assessment process.
Trev's comment
Field sites - I think it would be good to have Hydrologist and Land Conservation Officer such as Harry
Lauk etc. look at the site and give their interpretation o f what the design and spacing o f the banks should be
and other hydrological factors that may be influencing the site. (This should be recommended in the notes).
The site we went to seemed to show good structure o f the design of banks but there seemed to be a question
o f wait to see i f it works with little real understanding on the cause of the problem. Therefore, was the deep
drain the best option for the site? There were a number o f factors regarding the site that had me asking
questions in regard to deep drains. The position high in the catchment is unusual. There also seemed to be a
zone o f Quartz running across the site that may indicate a carrier o f water. There may also be a number of
structures acting to compartmentise the landscape that could be further investigated. Basically make use of
experts and source any relevant information that may make the process o f decision making easier. Spacing
o f Drains based on soil type and likely hydraulic conductivity may also be something that could be
developed more into a field activity.
There are obvious issues that could be mentioned in the Facilitators notes Running sheet in regards to
choosing a site or sites to visit. Good and perhaps poor sites. Issues o f the site and the messages to come
from them obviously need to be discussed with the owner and he needs to be happy with them. l e You
can't turn up on a property to look at Deep Drains and then bag them. The farmer needs to be happy to
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point out any bad points and probably should be the one to point them out in hindsight adding to his
credibility not attacking him.
Possibly increase time in the field and view dams that have been in for a longer period to see their
effectiveness.

Planning drainage
Could be an optional section. Notes useful as appendix either way — but can have PowerPoint prepared for
those groups who would like the presentation.
Discussed during session that need to give feedback to whoever does the 'outline o f information required'
sheet. Eg 'has downstream neighbour signed a stat dec?' Don't they need to for acceptance?
Deep drainage options
I feel this section should be further towards front — after definitions etc. Notes and information good.
Could we also have a table or something summarising which option is for what conditions/situation? (ie a
tool to help participants assess)
Good to have a rule o f thumb fig for maintenance needs?
Legal considerations
Process o f NOT to drain. This could be optional for some groups and not others. Make sure put in
facilitator notes who local contacts/help are for NOIs.
It was an important point that a NOT results in a non-objection — it does not say the drain will impact on
salinity or whatever. Make sure it's nice and clear as a main point in notes.
The issue o f disposal points was raised many times during workshop — but never really discussed properly.
I think it should be dealt with as a section — go over main issues and why, different options for disposal.
It's a main bone o f contention.
Does desilting a creek need an NOT?
T r e v ' s comment
Maybe less emphasis on the notice o f intent process as I don't think it really covers i f the drains are going
to be effective from a salinity management perspective. Good for farmers to understand them and be
familiar with them but could be shortened (or the option to shorten in this area put to the facilitator.
STEP
Should be optional section
You have cost o f options in options section — probably enough for core info?
Also liked the 16ear break or whatever break even thing?
T r e v ' s comment
I have suggested to Megan Abrahams that the results o f the STEP modelling on Deep drains be presented at
the next Hydrology group meeting for comment and feedback (by either Megan or Russell Speed). They
are putting a paper into a conference later in the year so is an opportunity to get some feedback beforehand.
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Peer a n d participant evaluation of workshop 'Profitable grazing o f saline land'
Held in Kojonup M a r c h 2003
This workshop was run in conjunction with another project

Discussion — w h a t was i t t h a t m a d e the workshop o f greater value to you?
Inspired to think about doing something with saline land, particularly for those who hadn't thought much
about it before.
Site looked poor, but was in fact a site with quite high potential for saline land pasture, which was a good
lesson. Process made opportunities clear.
Presenter is important. Needs to be enthusiastic, have technical knowledge and credibility. Edge needs to
make sure there are certain standards for delivery.
Feel less helpless.
The knowledge o f other people was valuable.
The majority o f the content was valuable, especially as reminders.
The matrix provided a different way o f looking at things.
Good to be pointed to other information eg Farmnotes on monitoring
Discussion — w h a t was i t t h a t m a d e the workshop o f less value to you?
Lack o f specifics on profitability issue.
When people discover they have to manage these sites more carefully than traditionally for the area, they
may be put off.
Wouldn't have come i f title just mentioned saline land. Both salinity and W L should be noted in title and
outcomes. This supports the salinity/WL focus as well as a whole farm approach. Overall outcome - Want
it to say `salinity/WL' rather than just salinity.
Evaluation b y session

Introduction
Good to include past experiences (good and bad) with saline land pastures
Fax agenda out ahead o f time (especially start and finish info)

LO 5 - Need introduction to profit/ whole farm context earlier, and need to emphasise more.
Need to emphasise the integrated approach, especially in terms o f surface/ sub-surface water management.

Effects on p a n t production
Rather not have a slide handout as well as manual. Do want info in slides though. Can slides and manual
be combined. Even insert slide info as summary through text where they go?
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Liked differentiation between WL, flooding and inundation — useful clarification. Pictures o f each would
be good (manual and ppt presentation. NB We do have such slides — they were just too big to insert — need
to downgrade quality or something?
Liked wheat pot trials too. Some wanted to know variety as well
Some wanted more info on soil effects (texture, pH, nutrition) on salinity and WI— Some also wanted more
info on how salinity affected plant growth (at present it is very broad brush). Most agreed a follow up ref
or info in appendix would be enough.
Found yardstick useful. Most wanted to leave it in but would need to strongly context that does not reflect
the salinity/ W L interaction. Would also need a clearer explanation o f what table means and units of
measurement. Some wanted management information here as well but said we would discuss in L04.
MUST have photos o f indicator spp — in appendix would be O K for manual. Also want photos as ppt
presentation. With common names as well as genus and spp. Suggested management info be linked to
photos in appendix — but also decided to wait until after L 0 4 to discuss (but we didn't discuss after L04).
Graphs and tables need to be more user-friendly
•

Graph larger in size

•

Printing larger in size

•

Shorter, pithier titles

•

Also clearer descriptions about what the graph is about

•

Common plant names

Matrix
•

Good to start the thinking on indicator spp and relationship between W L and salinity

•

Thought it would be easiest to start in `low/low section in terms spp?

•

Would like to see where wheat, oats, barley fits on figure (as a bit o f a benchmark for them to start
with)

•

Suggestion that need to context by saying soil type and nutrition can change where a species will go in
the matrix

Questions during morning
Any research/ info on flushing/ moving salt out of profile? (Phil)
Comment by Chris that drainage options were important when thinking about soils texture and hydraulic
conductivity etc.

NB Phil — Possible reference material to have as follow up information? There is a book 'Soil Guide: A
handbook for understanding and managing agricultural soils' (1998), compiled and edited by Geoff Moore,
put out by Department o f Agriculture in Western Australia (Bulletin 4343). It includes chapters on
Chemical factors affecting plant growth (including soil salinity) and Plant nutrition.

Field activity 1
Good activity
Site worked well because it looked a bit depressing but was actually quite inspiring because it had lots
potential.
Erin noted the drive to and from was good in end, as group members interacted during trip. Others
commented that couldn't be too far away as time is the more important factor. Closer to venue the better.
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Good having technical people with each group on field site, especially for indicator spp ID and other
experience.
Timing was pretty tight in field — had to stay on toes to get job done- - but it was OK.
Need to make sure they spend some time putting it together on the map (too rushed)
Might be good to have a walk as one large group after?
Good to do bore readings in the paddock
Need a handout with a brief history o f trial site
Work sheet changes?
•

Include in W L section — 'Is there water on the surface in a) winter b) summer'

•

Include in indicator spp section a question about differences in plant density

•

Add matrix to last page to do in paddock

Need the field site farmer at the site.
Good to have a floating farmer o r landcare coordinator (or similar) to be a resource person and local contact
for participants.

Measuring salinity
Farmnotes on measurement good — need in appendix
Info about what instruments/ contractors are available locally
Some wanted more info about converting units — others didn't. Could have as an optional section or just go
through one demonstration, perhaps with a participant's readings? In that case we should ask them to bring
readings in — perhaps with aerial photo instruction — could be part o f a checklist.
Having an EM38 would have been handy
Putting i t all together
Useful summary
Tell participants before the course to bring an aerial photo or sketch o f their farm/ the area saline land have
in mind. Could also ask them to start thinking about what grows on it etc. Some will do it and others
won't but would be good to include regardless.
LO 2 and 6 - Need more pre-workshop preparation for own site. Checklist like for field site would be
good.
Some comments on the matrix:
•

Liked the visual impact o f the matrix

•

Include in context - not limited to what's on there- many other options

•

Include in context - it is a work in progress and will consolidate over next few years

•

Some wanted numbers on the matrix, but Lyn commented that reality is a fluid ecological system and
it was O K not to put boundaries on the matrix categories.

Questions during afternoon
On the table which gives a guide to depth o f water table based on cover (page x in participant manual and
page x in facilitator manual) where would clover fit in. NB Ed was going to add something to this table —
was this it?
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Comment that the Farmnote on water salinity tolerance levels for livestock would be a handy ref. NB
Could go in the couple o f reference folders kept by facilitator rather than participant manuals (see section
4 suggestion)

Establishment a n d management
LO 4 - Highlighted importance o f being careful in species choices.
L 0 4 — Didn't learn much r e specifics. Need more information (eg species details and mounding) and more
discussion.
LO 4 and 6 - Suggestion to do quick introduction to establishment and management when we did, then get
into depth when doing Jill's and own strategy design later.
Add to Timing section — not just about Spring planting, also early Autumn planting
Need more information in notes p24-25 (appendix B and C) eg Distichlis
Melilotus mentioned lots in text and graphs but W A participants don't know what it is. Needs to have
something in notes about not yet introduced to W A due to it's weed potential
Would like to have top 10 saline land pasture species Farmnotes (those most relevant to the area) in manual
to check out more specific establishment and management tips.
Would like information on fertilisers (specific and general). The general information was wanted by Phil,
as he has a sensitive wetland area next to potential saline pasture site and wants to minimise impact.
Would like more specific insect control information (chemical). Was also a comment that non-chemical
pest control information, eg grazing for insect and weed control, would be relevant to this workshop.
Management o f natural predators was also mentioned.
N B In relation to 3 points above, the evaluation team discussed having a couple o f sets o f technical notes
relevant to the local area available f o r participants to refer to instead. This would be noted in the
facilitator manual to make sure they have on hand.
Would like references to other sources o f information eg website details for Evergreen group
Would like the 2 lists (the main one and the tips) to be combined — found the information a bit repetitive.
NB Fiona already has this in hand.
An establishment checklist would be useful. NB Evaluation team were not keen on an establishment costs
checklist, but were happy to include an establishment checklist where the participants go away and
complete their own costings.
There was a comment that case study notes similar those for Adrian Anderson (Bremmer Bay farmer?)
would be useful. Could access that one from Albany office, but suggested there would also be others
relevant to local areas.
Interested in less mainstream species, eg Evergreen group trials or something? NB Team decided too
dangerous.
See also some o f the comments for session 6a
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Profitability

General
LO 5 - Need introduction to profit/ whole farm context earlier, and need to emphasise more.
Somewhere in course should make clear a pasture for saline land includes shrubs — not just grasses and
herbs
More background needed to profitability drivers. Be specific re situation in graph and model behind it.
Some wanted figures about profitability (ball park OK)
In reasons to plant saline land pastures, add:
'Reduce spread o f salinity and W L ' to land degradation one
Long term sustainability
Versatility out o f season rainfall (this might already be included in one o f others — but not clear?)
Maybe look at wording o f enterprise one?
Add matrix with productivity conversion to manual

Nutrition
Add that a god quality water source is essential for nutrition
Add that need to consider perennial seed-set in grazing management — not just annual.
Add a perennial annual such a strawberry clover
Check have full range o f examples o f different types plants eg ppt said annual legumes such as clover (as
that is what Ed said to JC) but manual said something else? Along same lines came question whether all
management stuff should be together in L 0 4 . NB Think Fiona has all this in hand for L 0 4 re-write.
Like a handout on local info on pasture seed available and costs
See also some comments in section 6 below
Scenarios
Too much time — 10 mins would do it?
Designing pasture system (Jill's)

LO 6 - Like more time on Jill's and own strategy planning.
LO 4 and 6 - Suggestion to do quick introduction to establishment and management when we did, then get
into depth when doing Jill's and own strategy design later.
Like more time on Jill's activity.
Need a handout with a brief history o f trial site
Small group work was good for different perspective
Some needed more information on establishment and management (see section 4 for ideas about supporting
info). Was a suggestion to have a budget guide on hand as well.
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Some wanted costs o f establishment, in order to relate costs to possible returns. NB Evaluation team
decided not to go down that path as fraught with danger. Will do an establishment checklist though, to
encourage participants to go away and do own.
Some thought a few specific examples/ cases studies with costs and profits (with strong contexting that
each enterprise is different) would be useful to get a feel for the sensitivity factors?
Also a suggestion to use the field site as an example o f establishment and management costs — could be
included in brief history handout?
Need to discuss a profit philosophy for whole farm rather than at end. NB Evaluation ream decided to
included this up front with profit map and discussion, as well as more discussion on profit drivers.
When discussing similarities and differences between groups, one group assumed we would start with what
is there and another assumed would start from scratch. Might need to make a note in notes that either is
OK?
LO 2 and 6 - Need more pre-workshop preparation for own site. Checklist like for field site would be
good.
Good to have a floating farmer or landcare coordinator (or similar) to be a resource person and local contact
for participants.

Designing pasture system (own)
Like to know about local funding opportunities
Be good to also do this activity in pairs or small groups for additional perspective
Good to have a floating farmer or landcare coordinator (or similar) to be a resource person and local contact
for participants.
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Development of the S T E P decision support tool workshops through the pilot groups
Pindar/Tardun growers group, Gillingarra growers group a n d a group of
Department of Agriculture potential presenters
The STEP workshops have developed into a series o f choices o f workshops based on the realisation while
working with the grower groups that groups and individuals within groups have different requirements and
learning styles and knowledge o f computers. W e also discovered that half day sessions for our pilot grower
groups were adequate when dealing with computer modelling topics.

Evaluation r e p o r t for S T E P introductory workshop (Workshop 1) piloted with the
Gillingarra grower group
M o o r a Telecentre 17/06/03

The meeting was organised by Tim Wiley (Development Officer, Jurien) for a group o f 8 farmers to attend
the STEP introductory workshop (workshop 1) to be shown what the STEP model can do and how it may
be used to help them in their farm businesses.

Present: Jim Kelly, Nola Smith, Ben Forsyth, Don Nixon, Warren Boast, Tim Nixon, Paul Walsh
(farmers), Lex Langridge (CSO Dandaragan and farmer), Tim Wiley (facilitator), Caroline Peek
(presenter), Megan Abrahams (assistant)

As a result o f this workshop with the Gillingarra group, a second meeting was planned. The approach will
be to have:
1.

A "hands-on" session running future farming system scenarios for the standard farm designed for the
group. Presentation could follow a " guided tour" approach and/or a group activity.

2.

Group discussion o f "where to from here?" Options include:

•

Take home a compact disc copy o f the STEP simulations for the new standard farm to run own
simulations.

•

Discuss future farming systems to analyse. W e (DAWA staff) perform the analyses and meet again
with the group to present the results.

•

Meet for a separate session for those interested in entering their own farm data.

Comments
•

The farmers present were very impressed with the STEP presentation and saw STEP as a useful tool
they wished to explore further. All were interested in obtaining results for analyses on a standard farm
designed specifically for the group and some wanted to perform the analyses themselves. A few
participants also wanted to use STEP for their own farms.

•

Flexibility is essential and the chosen mode o f delivery can be determined by the group and their
needs.

•

A key factor in the success o f the workshop was having a facilitator familiar with the group as a
"driver" to (a) organise the group to meet and (b) help tailor the workshop to the requirements o f the
group.
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Workshop choice development:
It was clear from the discussion that 8 o f the 9 farmers wanted to learn how to use STEP for themselves.
Of these farmers all were happy with the standard farm approach as it was something they could do as a
group activity. 4 o f these farmers expressed an interest in entering their own farm businesses into STEP.
The farmer who did not wish to learn how to use STEP was very keen in the development o f the standard
farm and to share in the discussion o f the results o f scenarios that had been run on STEP either by the
facilitator or other members of the group.
The group in general were also keen for the facilitator to analyse scenarios on the S l E P tool and present
results.
The workshop series developed in the million hectares process was based on these different requirements.
T h e workshop pathway chosen to date
With this group there would be a mix and match approach with the workshops. The pathway we started
with this group was to get them to fill in the farm survey sheets. A standard farm was developed from this
information and the facilitators developed a number o f scenarios based on information collected from the
first workshop and the farm survey sheets. It was noted that the facilitator needed to be persistent to
encourage farmers to fill these sheets in and send them back. A power point presentation of the scenarios
was presented at the annual spring field day. Several o f the original farmers were present and were very
impressed and keen to meet more formally to discuss the results and decide what workshops would be of
interest. This is planned for early 2004.
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Evaluation r e p o r t for S T E P "Hands on" Workshop with Pindar-Tardun farmers
Christian Brothers Agricultural College, T a r d u n , 18/03/03

The meeting was organised by Lindsay Olman (Pindar-Tardun LCDC) for a group o f farmers to attend a
workshop that would demonstrate what the STEP model can do and how it may be used to help them in
their farm businesses. This group o f farmers had already had exposure to the STEP tool during its
development stage. They had been introduced to, and had input into the prototype. The expectation of
farmers attending this workshop was to learn how to use the STEP tool.
Present: Farmers- Kerry Elywood, Bernadette Grima, Zane Grima, Vince Tropiano, John Tropiano, Len
Newman. DAWA staff- Caroline Peek (presenter), Megan Abrahams, Anne Bennett, Wayne Parker, Jason
Kelly
Absent: About 8 farmers (we were advised that 14 farmers had confirmed their attendance)
As a result o f this workshop, a second meeting with the Pindar group was planned for some time after
seeding. A possible approach was to hold a repeat workshop in the morning for Pindar group members
unable to attend this workshop followed by an afternoon workshop for those who want to set up their own
farms.

Comments
•

The farmers present were very impressed with the sorts o f results STEP could generate and wanted to
take a copy home to explore further. Most participants also wanted to use STEP for their own farms
and suggested we have a follow up session to help them enter their own data.

•

All participants were keen to have "hands-on" time in the practical session and several o f them were
very proficient at navigating themselves through the spreadsheets.

•

One farmer attempted to investigate salt land pasture farming systems during the practical session.

•

It was useful to have a third party (Lindsay Olman) to organise the meeting.

•

There were about eight farmers who had confirmed their attendance the previous day but were not
present.

•

A half-day workshop was adequate for a first meeting to present an overview o f STEP and allow time
for a practical session. It was felt that a second meeting would be useful to further develop farmer's
knowledge and use o f STEP but time between the two workshops was necessary for farmers to
practise using the model and plan their future farming system scenarios.

•

One o f the farmers made contact after the workshop and had been successfully using STEP at home
using the standard farm.

Workshop development
This group was an example o f groups who had already had a formal introduction workshop to STEP. The
group were very keen to have a hands-on session. The facilitator had already developed a standard farm for
the area based on a consultant's survey o f the area. Workshop 2A was based on the response to this
workshop. Growers in this workshop were all keen to progress straight to Workshop 4 A and enter their
own farm businesses into the STEP tool.
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O r d e r o f S T E P workshops in the million hectares process a n d the development of worksheets that
capture information f r o m other million hectare workshops
One o f the growers in this group attempted to develop an improved salt land grazing scenario. It was
difficult to do this satisfactorily at the workshop because none o f us had much knowledge or information on
this topic. This led us to believe that the STEP workshops (except Workshop 1) need to run after the other
million hectare workshops o f interest have been completed and the data required for STEP collected in
worksheets at these other workshops.

t
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Evaluation r e p o r t f o r " T r a i n the T r a i n e r " Pilot STEP Workshop
N o r t h a m 23 September 2003

Introduction
One o f the key factors to the success o f the STEP workshops will be the knowledge that the presenter has
on the use o f the STEP decision support tool. There will be a requirement for potential presenters o f these
workshops to undergo training in the use o f the STEP tool. This needs to be followed up by some practice
in setting up a standard farm and running scenarios. This workshop has been developed using the
Department o f Agriculture development officers to test the process.
The trainer workshop was first piloted with a group o f Development officers and it was feedback from the
first attempt that led to a re working o f the workshop. This new workshop is the one that was tested in this
report and is the one that will be used both in training the trainer and as a base for Workshop 2A which
teaches growers how to use the STEP decision support tool.
Summary
The aim o f the day was to pilot the process and support materials for delivering a "Train the Trainer"
workshop in the use o f the STEP (Simulated Transitional Economic Planning) economic decision tool. The
target audience includes Department o f Agriculture Western Australia (DAWA) staff and others suitable as
facilitators for running a series o f STEP workshops with groups o f farmers. All STEP workshops are being
developed as part o f the GRDC-funded "Million Hectares for the Future" Project.
Five DAWA staff attended the workshop. The group consisted o f two project officers, a development
officer, an economist and a land conservation officer. These were staff interested in discovering what the
S1.EP tool could do and in using it to analyse farming systems in their regions.
The facilitators are o f the view that the workshop was a success - a view supported by the results o f the
evaluation questionnaire completed by all attendees. All elements of the workshop received strong positive
support with evaluation respondents predominately strongly agreeing or mostly agreeing with the
questionnaire statements related to workshop performance and personal reward.

Background to evaluation
Ten DAWA staff registered their interest in attending the workshop. However, on the day only five of
these were available to complete the training.
The evaluation comprised o f two parts: (i) an informal discussion and (ii) completion o f STEP Workshop
Evaluation Sheets.

S u m m a r y o f Results f r o m the Informal Discussion
The comments and suggestions derived from the discussion are listed below.
I. How can STEP be used in our work?
•

To save everyone from learning the model in depth have some staff investing time in setting up
standard farms while others do the analyses

•

Project managers to include the use o f the STEP tool in their work to help in training development
officers in understanding farming systems.

2. Suggestions f o r running internal training courses
•

One half-day session similar to today's workshop with a power point presentation on the concepts of
the STEP tool and how it can be used followed by a hands-on guide through the STEP spreadsheets
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•

An optional second day-long workshop for more practice at using the STEP tool and for setting up a
farm from scratch. The activities could be tailored specifically to the group development officers in a
regional Farming Systems team.

3. General suggestions
•

For young development officers using STEP it would be useful to have background material including
general instructions on principles o f stock management, typical rotations, etc

•

Standard farms developed by staff could be stored on AgWeb or other central access point.

•

Other minor changes to wording in the STEP spreadsheets

S u m m a r y o f Results f r o m Questionnaires
The analysis o f the workshop is based on a 100% return o f evaluation sheets. A copy o f the questionnaire is
attached as Appendix 1.
For most questions the attendees were asked to circle an appropriate response from a choice o f five
categories, "Strongly agree", "Mostly agree", "Not sure", "Mostly disagree", or "Strongly disagree". The
results o f the responses to these questions are shown below.
Q l . The materials provided were very useful in supporting my learning.
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Q2. The presenter/s knowledge o f the subject was very good and their enthusiasm stimulated me.

Not sure

Mostly
disagree

Strongly
disagree

Q3. I felt comfortable working in the group and able to discuss ideas openly.

Not sure

Mostly
disagree

Strongly
disagree

Q4. The activities I participated in assisted me to understand the concepts discussed.

Not sure

Mostly
disagree

Strongly
disagree
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Q5. Which activities did you find most useful?
All participants included the usefulness of the hands-on approach in their responses. Other answers to this
question included:
•

Underlying principles

•

Provision o f a more holistic analytical approach to different farming systems

•

Discussion o f actual successful uses

Q6. I feel confident I can apply the information and the skills I learnt.
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Q7. This workshop was a profitable use o f my time.
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Q8. My expectations of what I would learn were achieved.
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Strongly
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Mostly
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Mostly
disagree

Strongly
disagree
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Q9. What did you learn and/or what skills have you developed as a result o f the workshop?
Participants responded with a variety o f comments as listed.
•

Knowledge o f the model and where it can be applied/used

•

Scope to look at a number o f enterprises

•

Needs time to develop the standard farms

•

Requires a good understanding o f the enterprises

•

The model is powerful and useful

•

Flexibility o f the model

•

Better understanding o f farm modelling

•

Underlying principles

•

Hands-on

•

Provision o f a more holistic analytical approach to different farming systems.

Q10. The information covered during the workshop will help me achieve my business goals.
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Not sure

Strongly
disagree

Q11. I believe I will undertake further training in the near future.
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Conclusion
The evaluation indicates all participants indicated the workshop was a success. The "not sure" responses
related only to confidence in applying learnt skills (1/5), achieving expectations (1/5) and undertaking
further training (2/5).
Based on this evaluation the "Train the Trainer" STEP workshop will structured into two sessions with the
second being optional. Development o f the support material including a comprehensive User's Manual
will be continued.
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Participant evaluation of workshop 'Introduction to salinity'
Held a t Maitland (SA) on September 29th 2004

Good

Things to change

Increased awareness o f watertable salinity
content and levels

Needed more information on the net loss o f productivity between
the `do nothing' and 'do reveg' scenarios

Increased awareness o f watertable
drainage

Lucerne is not worth mentioning for consideration in the district so
why keep promoting it?

Bus trip gave greater awareness o f what is
happening across the district

Not enough time for questions
Not enough field discussion
Need more information on alternative reveg options, especially
ones that could be productive and profitable
Soil compaction issues were not addressed — runoff vs infiltration
rates
Not worth a full day o f a farmer's time — try to trim to '/2 day by
making the presentations more concise
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Peer evaluation of workshop 'Introduction to salinity'
Held a t Maitland (SA) on September 29th 2004

Overall

Make sure that all speakers etc are introduced at the beginning o f the workshop and what their roles will be
on the day. Melanie was initially missed in the introductions. TL
Try and involve the group more in the early session by creating a more intimate/unthreatening atmosphere
— less lecture theatre like, less distance to the screen and group. TL
Options for getting an audience phone vs letters or both. TL
As farmers come in they should be directed to folders etc that they need to pick up. TL
Thought the field tour was good. TL/DON
The PowerPoint notes in the folders should be maximum o f 3 slides per page with space/lines alongside for
participants to write down their own notes. DON
Similarly, i f a particular slide is hard to read in the participants notes, consider simplifying it in the
participants notes or make it a larger slide (e.g. 2 slides per page). DON
Needed to provide some specific definitions o f words such as recharge. TL/DON
Need to make it clear that the example notes have more slides than will often need to be used to get a point
across. It is up to the facilitator to decide which slides he particularly wishes to use on the day and adjust
the participants notes accordingly. TL
Sequencing o f the slides in the participants notes needs to follow the PowerPoint presentation — it simply
looks unprofessional having to flick pages and it causes disruptions to the presentation. DON
This leads to the audience getting lost and or confused. I f for some reason this can not be avoided then
make sure that participants are directed to the appropriate page o f the notes and not left to flick through the
book. TL
Photos are great but they need to be captioned to fit the presentation — also worth noting the details o f the
photos in the facilitators notes. TL/DON
Use o f local information is invaluable in getting messages across to the participants but if there is the need
for a target figure to be set, make sure it is highlighted. DON
Option to be flexible and change tour strategy depending on numbers on the day. TL
Range o f experience in the audience with the need to target a level o f delivery to achieve goals for the day.
TL
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Facilitators Guide

Introduction
Front sheet had the logos o f all other organisations involved with the specific day added to the front into
slide. TL
The day was linked to other activities such as the release o f the local regional management strategy and the
announcement o f regional management group funding opportunities for the groups / region. I f this occurs,
effort must be made to ensure that there are easily accessible copies/ websites/ people available for active
uptake o f the compiled information. TL/DON
Introduce all o f the speakers etc and what their role is on the day. It may need serious consideration about
the number o f presenters required to 'do the job' — suggest less is best — but i f not, make sure all the
speakers meet prior to the workshop and are briefed on how the workshop structure will flow, aim to make
it professional looking! TL/DON
Include icebreakers to get an understanding o f what the group wants to get out o f the day, make sure
everyone knows where other participants are coming from and to create a less formal atmosphere, with
more questions and interaction. Make sure that the audience know it is alright to ask questions either
through the day or at specific intervals after sessions — the time allowed for these can be kept tight if
needed. TL

Causes o f salinity
Introduce the local data that has been incorporated into the workshop, where it has come from whether a
local survey or group/area report, who it was done by and when it was completed. This would link in very
well with Rapid catchment appraisals and focus group reports, soil mapping etc done in WA. TL
Examples o f Piezometers, Soil Peels or Chip trays from drilling piezometers or dip well can be used as
prop's that could be handed around the group.
SA Regulations limit the depth to which a hole can be drilled to 2.5 meters before a permit must be applied
for. WWW.DWLBD web site will provide info on legislation relating to drains and bores etc. TL
During this presentation classes o f salinity were verbally mentioned but there was no written table o f the
classes or relation between the classes and the photos shown in the presentation included in the participants
notes. DON

Tour
Depending on the history o f the group it may be needed to have a tour doing a range o f sites through the
catchment creating the big picture o f it may be adequate to pick on a couple o f specific sites- this will
impact time for day. TL

Activities
Make sure the activities are clearly described, have adequate support to move around and interact with
people doing activities. Where possible have the group broken into smaller groups. Breaking activity into
parts can be useful i f time is short. TL/DON
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Participant evaluation of workshop 'Introduction to salinity'
Held a t Minlaton-Ramsay (SA) on September 30th 2004

Good

Things to change

Having a booklet to write notes in & refer
back to at home

Break first presentation into 2 parts

Seating setup good for group interaction
Catering was excellent (Jenny)

Half day program format — start early or after lunch; don't span
lunch
Notes needed more room to add own notes & to be bigger for
easier reading

Bus trip — interesting to see how some
areas have developed since 30 odd years
ago

Sort out the sequence o f the slides in the booklet & ensure no
replication o f information

Liked Lochie Treloar's launch o f the
strategy plan "grass roots"

Include a local farmer/ person who knows the topics (local
commentary)

Speakers spoke well

Need more technical information — how to ID issues on property
e.g. exactly what are indicator plants?

Liked format o f day — Explanation of
collaboration then Bus trip then Summary

Still chasing more figures on the costs and returns o f different
systems (do nothing vs ameliorate vs high production)
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Peer evaluation of workshop 'Introduction to salinity'
Held for Minlaton-Ramsay (SA) on September 30th 2004

Overall

Introduced all presenters etc and linked the workshop to the completion o f Strategy/Plan for the region and
the release o f funding for on-ground works.
Specific definition o f recharge asked for and provided.
Suggestions in regards to the set up o f room with tables etc taken on from the Maitland workshop.
Interactions between the group and presenters was improved but may just have been the group.
The need for work to manage salinity was spoken on by a local farmer (previous member o f the YPSC
board) which put the need for information and works etc into perspective for other farmers - Good TL
Good use o f photos, and catchment maps to give examples o f the different salinity scenarios in the
catchment and props such as Piezometers and drilling chip trays (often obtainable from hydrologists or
geologists working in the area).

Comments on the layout o f slides and booklets for participants more room less slides per page, blow up
significant information to a size that can be easily read.
Have booklets produced in advance rather than producing and modifying them on the go (night before)
Preparation time set deadline for production o f material and talks at least a few days if not a week before
the event.
Again, the need to include an Icebreaker and give the participants the opportunity to have a say regarding
their expectations etc at the start o f the day.
Timings went much better than Maitland.

The facilitators guides have been set up to achieve the learning outcomes as indicated in the introduction
section. It is recommended that facilitators review the learning objectives for each group or workshop that
they are planning on running so that they can modify the content reduce s or add etc and achieve their
specific goals. Refer back tho the learning objectives once changes have been made to make sure you are
still meeting your objectives.
Other options to cutting content to accommodate time restrictions may be to split the content into two
sessions to be run in relatively close proximity to one another (week apart).
Facilitators Guide

Introduction
Potential to utilise a local farmer to help set the scene and context the reason for the workshop etc. This can
help create the atmosphere o f providing the workshop for them to meet their needs rather than telling them
what they should be doing. This can include info on when salinity first occurred after clearing, where it
occurred and what has been done (and to what effect) to try and manage the problem.
Generally good discussion achieved.
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Causes o f salinity
Order o f slides needs to be in line with what is presented to prevent creating confusion. Make sure that
slides that are not intended to be used are removed from the farmers notes unless there is specific reason for
leaving them in (this should be outlined next to the slide to remove confusion. (i.e. this slide is not included
in the day due to time constraints but has been included to provide additional information relating to XYZ
- see presenter for additional information or provide a contact number. May be provided in note form as
additional reading rather than as a slide).
Utilise local photographs relating to the message (should all have appropriate captions) to create interest
and provide a range o f textures to the day — i.e. for land scape scenarios provide a map o f where they can be
seen and a photo o f the site.
Using props such as soil peels, piezometer examples etc can again be used to good effect to vary the
presentation.
Add / check content on capillary rise in glossary. Impact o f rainfall flushing salts and capillary action to
explain seasonality o f salinity at or near equilibrium.
Types o f clays discussed intensely — lots o f interest about potential impact, especially when being spread on
sand dunes (as high recharge areas)
Include comment on man made barriers (Dams) on the barriers section of notes.
Include a section on the classes of salinity identified as used in SA.
•

1-3 Sub —clinical with no significant yield reduction.

•

4

Crop and Pasture production reduced

•

5

Bare salt and sea barley grass

•

7-8 Primary salinity.

•

How to distinguish sea barley grass from other barley grass?

•

Indicators of waterlogged soils for SA are a bleached zone.

Tour
Tour looked at a number o f situations around the catchment (catchment tour). For groups that have been
established for a while a more specific tour that incorporates an activity may be more beneficial. The
general look at salinity scenarios around the catchment is good for a new group with individuals that
haven't been exposed to conditions across the catchment. Possible to include an activity that helps to link
this back to the mornings talks.

Activities
Worked better than at Maitland with the group split into smaller groups. Did waste some time trying to get
group consensus about an 'average' farm — suggest having a case study farm already organised. Need to
allow adequate time to make the most o f activity making sure that there is time for discussion o f the results
developed by individual groups.
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Participant evaluation of ' S T E P ' presentation
Held with Edillilie Landcare Group (SA) on October 13th 2004

Jeff Braun and Ross Britton, Rural Solutions SA, C/- Ross Britton 08 8389 8803 or 0401 122 098

W e would appreciate feedback on today's presentation o f S T E P a n d the potential value o f this tool to
you a n d other farmers
Comment o n the presentation o f S T E P a t today's program
Very good to see figures and end results for different projects for our country
Very informative in deciding sheep V ' s crop
Very good, would look to use the program in the future
Good, pity no actual result on program
More farmers should be encouraged to focus and profitability and methods for improving it
Very useful tool in planning for the future
Can see the potential when everything is OK
Looks like the program could be very applicable
Interesting as it reinforces thoughts o f more stock
A good way to compare systems
A definite way to forecast the viability o f new rotations
Presentation was good but program never worked
Interesting

How do you think S T E P could be best used to help m a k e decisions relating to changes to y o u r onf a r m management?
7 people responded - By using a 'standard local farm' comparing returns and costs o f current and potential
practices
Eleven people responded - By using your own figures and working through the possible changes with Jeff
O t h e r comments
Also to justify the process over 5-10 years not just one year
To be convinced o f the viability o f alternate practices
Should now be able to quantify "farming systems". An excellent program
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Feedback on involvement of Edillilie landcare group with the Million hectares
program, in the context of maximising water-use for profit

The GRDC Million Hectares for the Future project has sought, via direct funding and underwriting the time
o f Rural Solutions SA staff, to help the members o f the Edillilie Landcare Group maximise water-use to
achieve profit and improved management o f dryland salinity and soils prone to waterlogging. GRDC,
Rural Solutions SA and SARDI are keen to receive feedback on the benefits o f this involvement with your
group and also comments that will help shape similar farming systems projects. The feedback will be
structured around maximising water-use for profit through farming systems trials, demonstrations and other
activities, 2001-2004.

W h a t changes have you m a d e to y o u r f a r m management as a result o f the things you've seen or
learnt f r o m being p a r t of the Edillilie Landcare G r o u p F a r m i n g Systems project over the p a s t four
years? (The following headings may help)
Pastures (eg Introduced lucerne, perennial grasses, improved feed)
Put 80 acres Lucerne in on sand

Lucerne
Focussed on increasing stocking
improving pasture production

rates

and

Considered growing lucerne but doesn't suit my
system at the moment
Improved pasture stands to run more HD/HA

Small patch Lucerne
Sowed Balansa Clover
Introduced brown manure to control resistant on
difficult weeds
Clovers

Spreading lime to increase yields

Cropping
Spreading lime

Different rotations

Sowing lupins for root disease

Help choose Canola varieties

Comparing Rotations etc

Put more nitrogen on Barley

Focused on root development deep placement, deep
tillage and nutrition and depth

Managing weeds in pastures

Direct drilling to improve soil structure
Trying to get crops to use all available moisture for
higher yields

Variety and nutrition trials
Lots o f improvements in cropping area (timing etc)
Sowing techniques

Increased cropping intensity while maintaining
stock numbers
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Management o f dryland salinity and/or soils prone to waterlogging
Fence off

Using pasture varieties to use more water

Plant trees and Puccinellia

Fenced a couple o f areas prone to waterlogging and
revegetation

Direct seed shelter belts and unproductive land
The value o f ripping deep under seed
Haven't made any changes to date, have taken 'a
wait and see' approach but will certainly make
changes in the next twelve months
Considered lucerne for drying out soil but doesn't
just fit at the moment
Fencing waterlogged areas to trees
Gypsum spreading

Revegetation / drainage
French drains
Draining waterlogged areas with drainage
Clay spreading and improved water usage
Trying to get maximum vegetable matter growing in
these areas
Don't crop unprofitable areas

W h a t improvements have you seen as a result o f these changes?
More and better pasture
More stock feed
Improved crop growth and yield and improved stocking rates and pasture growth
Increased carrying capacity on pastures more $ / ha
Crop yields improving
Better ground cover in water logged areas and help in stopping salinity spreading
Improved overall farm productivity and profitability
Hasn't been as waterlogged
Less weeds and better crops following brown manure
More consistent production
Recharge areas less water logging in crops
Please comment on the overall value o r otherwise to you o f the F a r m i n g Systems T r i a l and
Demonstration site a n d the other activities over the p a s t f o u r seasons.
More direction as to which way to go with changes
Interesting to see latest varieties in similar soil types
Great to have a group doing various trials in soils similar to mine
Always interested to see trial results and on many occasions based decisions on crop types from these
results
Made me think about water use efficiency, land use capability and managing land use to capability more
exactly
Edillilie trial site more value to our area because all other trial sites were o f different soil type and rainfall
Better understanding o f our soils and their limitations
Also better understanding o f perennials in the system
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Hard to tell as this is our fourth year at No-TILL as well
Very beneficial
Compare different farming systems on soil types similar to mine and make more informed decisions
Make you think and consider alternate ways to achieve same goal
The variety trails have been beneficial
Liming trails and nutrician trial
Trials have been good for our area to have a trial site in our area
W h e r e to f r o m here?
Grain & Graze project sounds a good option
Keep trial site going in similar vein
Need more attention on profitability (measurement) o f perennial pastures compare to annual
Focus on ryegrass control and possibilities for sheep in controlling ryegrass
Grain & Graze
Grain and Graze is a natural evolution for the group — and continues the same theme with more emphasis
on profit
Probably reintroduce 20 to 25% stock to control weeds
Maybe more stock
To further utilise our assets — "soil"
Take trials off site to farm sites with more emphasis on maximizing sheep profits from limited areas
To explore Grain & Graze eg. profit from grain and stock
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DAW660
O p p o r t u n i t i e s f o r use o f Million hectares w o r k s h o p s / p r o d u c t s i n future
Information collected from participants at the Million hectares product launches at Dalwallinu
and Katanning in Western Australia on 2-3 may 2005.
Format for collection - small group discussion and documentation by participants, followed by
presentation back to large group with further discussion.

S u m m a r y o f opportunities f o r use
4

Individual training for new staff or update for existing staff— Regional NRM Catchment
councils, local government, funding groups, advisors, bank staff, Government Dept Ag,
CALM, Environment, LCDC's, CLC's Etc.

4

Delivery to groups or individual farmers as a tool for Agribusiness — agronomists and
consultants, contractors and other facilitators.

4

Training courses with TAFE, schools, Universities

4

Value adding to activities and information such as workshops, Grain and Graze and
RCA.

4- Future funding for implementation GRDC others.
4

Use with development o f funding proposals

4

Could be developed for a number o f other issues such as soil health, environment farm
forestry etc.

4- Direct linking CD to web based information.

Details — Dalwallinu, 2nd M a y 2005 ( a b o u t 15 participants)
Q l . W h a t do you see as opportunities to use these workshops/ products?
Government department NRM staff (Ag,
Environ, CALM etc)
Regional NRM councils to identify
management options
Integrating NRM & production advice

Farm planning
Refreshing/ updating technical knowledge
Catchment management groups (planning tool)
Assist with funding proposals (fine tuning/
technically sound)

Ag school/ university/ TAPE introduction to
salinity management

Avon Investment Plan — SWM project & deep
rooted perennials

Used as an induction training tool

Grain + Graze project

Farmer groups — incorporated in grower
updates

STEP model can be used by any farming group
or individual as a management tool
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Q2. W h o should these workshops/ products be targeted at?
NRM network —NRMOs and CLCs

Research organisations

Agency staff/ Development Officers

Schools

Agronomists

Local government

Groups — production, similar interest and
LCDCs

Planners

Contractors

Catchment Groups
Catchment councils

Q3. W h a t other opportunities o r comments are there?
Farm planning
Follow us up, check its being used...
Fund implementation i.e. GRDC!
Keep it up to date — make it a working
document

A workshop topic involving non-productive but
environmental sustaining practices & species
Hold workshops earlier in process to identify
stakeholder needs
Mention o f other Acts i.e. Environmental Harm
Act, Right in Water and Irrigation Water Act

An introductory chapter that is less specific as
a way to generate thinking toward specific
problems

Details — K a t a n n i n g , 3rd M a y 2005 ( a b o u t 50 participants)
Q l . W h a t do you see as opportunities to use these workshops/ products?
Community awareness raising
Land conservation courses/ TAFE
Adding to existing workshops/ events
Landmark agronomist wants to take this
information back to the rest o f the Landmark
agros to provide them with tools in their own
regions
Farmers would be interested in the specific
workshops e.g. perennial grasses, drainage and
STEP — use for determining changes in
enterprise
Value add to RCA information
Provides information on topics (to me and for
me) to provide to clients in workshop format
Catchment groups - any sort o f group!

Reference for professionals — backgrounding,
increasing capacity (knowledge & skills), aid
for queries about managing saline land
Extension o f professional network and contacts
for further information
Within AGMAPS (information)
Quantify local scenarios/ cost benefit time
frames to state and federal bodies
Utilise relevant information for individuals
(general/ information displays/ site visits)
Cross-catchments, catchments and subcatchment groups
Promote workshops

2

Good tools to think through and use for
application o f information on farm (especially
Flow Tree)
Has balanced, independent information
Can use STEP for various other issues/ changes
in practice
Workshop development process could also be
used for other topics e.g. soil health, farm
forestry systems

Reference for enquiries
Assist facilitators for trial sites and professional
advice
Maybe limited by future funding and skills &
resources
Regulation "Pre-NOI"
Australian Water Fund — use workshops for
ideas

Training for existing and new people in these
topic areas — latest information

Q2. W h o should these workshops/ products be targeted at?
Development Officers, Natural Resource
Management Officers and Landcare officers in
facilitation roles
Education — Schools, Ag Schools, TAFEs
Farmers with salt affected/ waterlogged land
Advisors — private and government
Farmer groups — production, specific interest
LCDCs
Landcare information centre
Fund providers — Regional Councils and others

Land owners — managers or hobby farmers
'Friends Of' groups
Private industry - Tree companies, Contractors,
Mineral sands mining companies, ALCOA
Catchment groups
LGAs — works staff/ Councillors
Any government department involved with
sustainable land use
Financial bodies — bank managers, accountants
(especially STEP)

Drainage proponents as a group (regional
scale)

Q3. W h a t other opportunities o r comments a r e there?
Change NACC website (not CALCI)
Need more specific information on what soils
are suitable for lucerne
Direct link from CD to website information
(URLS o f farm notes etc)

Sodicity, transient waterlogging — information

on this?

Soil health/ fertility/ biology — workshops
developed for these issues

3

FINAL REPORT DAW660
Million Ha Project
Pilot workshops
Pilots run for all workshops with farmer groups in WA.
South Australian Million Ha Pilots held to evaluate products Introduction to Salinity (Sept
2004) and STEP (Oct 2004).
Evaluation of pilot workshops produced by Jenny Crisp. Available by contacting Jenny at the
Department of Agriculture South Perth (08) 9368 3333 or Trevor Lacey Department of
Agriculture Northam (08) 9690 2101
Workshop Material —
Workshop Development Guide — Available by contacting Jenny Crisp at the Department of
Agriculture South Perth (08) 9368 3333 or Trevor Lacey Department of Agriculture Northam
(08) 9690 2101
A Million Ha for the Future Web Page h t t p : / / w w w a g r i c w a g o v . au/p1s/porta130/docs/FOLDER/IKMP/LWE/LAND/SAL
/ S A L M A N / M I L L I O N HECTARES.HTM

• Introduction to Salinity - Workshop Development Guide for Facilitators MP — 5/2005
Editor T Lacey. Available from http://vvww.agric.wa.qov.au or as Microsoft word file on
CD Rom from Department of Agriculture.
• Introduction to Salinity - Workshop Manual for participants. MP 6/2005 Editor T Lacey.
Available from http://www.aqric.wa.gov.au or as Microsoft word file on CD Rom from
Department of Agriculture.
• Introduction to Salinity PowerPoint Presentation Available on Million Hectares CD
Editor T Lacey
Perennial
Grasses — Are they for me? Workshop Manual for participants. MP 2/2005
•
Editor T Lacey. Available from http://www.aqric.wa.qov.au or as Microsoft word file on
CD Rom from Department of Agriculture.
• Perennial Grasses — Are they for me? Workshop Development Guide for Facilitators
MP — 3/2005 Editor T Lacey. Available from http://vvww.aqric.wa.qov.au or as
Microsoft word file on CD Rom from Department of Agriculture.
• Perennial Grasses — Are they for me? PowerPoint Presentation Available on Million
Hectares CD Editor T Lacey
• Simulated Transitional Economic Planning (STEP) - Workshop Development Guide for
Facilitators MP 8/2005 Editor C Peek and M Abrahams. Available from
http://wwvv.aqric.wa.qov.au or as Microsoft word file on CD Rom from Department of
Agriculture.
• Simulated Transitional Economic Planning (STEP) —Workshop handouts for
participants available on STEP CD Rom
Lucerne
•
— Is it for me? Workshop Development Guide for Facilitators MP — 11/2005
Editor R O'Donnell. Available from http://vvww.aqric.wa.qov.au or as Microsoft word
file on CD Rom from Department of Agriculture.
• Lucerne — Is it for me? Workshop Manual for Participants /2005 Editor R O'Donnell.
Available from http://www.agric.wa.gov.au or as Microsoft word file on CD Rom from
Department of Agriculture.
• Lucerne — Is it for me? PowerPoint presentation Available on Million Hectares CD Rom
Editor R O'Donnell
• Surface Water Management - Is it for me? Workshop Development Guide for
Facilitators MP — 9/2005 Editor R Heath. Available from http://www.agric.wa.qov.au or
as Microsoft word file on CD Rom from Department of Agriculture.
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• Surface Water Management - Is it for me? Workshop Manual for Participants MP —
7/2005 Editor R Heath. Available from http://www.agric.wa.qov.au or as Microsoft
word file on CD Rom from Department of Agriculture.
• Surface Water Management is it for me? PowerPoint presentation available on the
Million Hectares CD
• Deep Drainage — Is it for me? Workshop Development Guide for Facilitators MP /2005
Editor R O'Donnell. Available from http://www.aqric.wa.qov.au or as Microsoft word
file on CD Rom from Department of Agriculture.
• Deep Drainage — Is it for me? Workshop Manual for Participants MP /2005 Editor R
O'Donnell. Available from http://www.aqric.wa.qov.au or as Microsoft word file on CD
Rom from Department of Agriculture.
• Deep Drainage - Is it for me? PowerPoint presentation available on the Million Hectares
CD.
•

Grazing Saline Pastures — Is it for me? Workshop Development Guide for Facilitators,
Workshop manual for participants and PowerPoint slides — Available internally within
the Department of Agriculture, Western Australia. This has not been published
externally due to a curtesy agreement between GRDC and MLA, as a similar product
is available through the Kondinin Groups Edge network.

Tools
• Characteristics of Perennial Grass Table, Available on A3 glossy card from the
Department of Agriculture (Jo Brown South Perth) and Published on the Department
of Agriculture web site. Editor T Lacey and G Moore
• Simulated Transitional Economic Planning (STEP) — User Manual. Editor C Peek and
M Abraham. Available on CD Rom from M Abrahams or C Peek, Department of
Agriculture, Geraldton WA.
• Simulated Transitional Economic Planning (STEP) base model — available with training
from M Abrahams or C Peek, Department of Agriculture Geraldton WA.
Simulated
Transitional Economic Planning (STEP) Standard Farms — available on the
•
STEP CD Rom. Available from M Abrahams or C Peek, Department of Agriculture,
Geraldton WA.
• Cost of salinity Calculator. Produced by T Lacey. Available on Million Hectares CD.
• Salinity Management Flow Tree. Editor T Lacey. Available on Million Hectares CD and
hard copy from Department of Agriculture.
Glossary
of terms used in the Million Ha workshop series. Editor R Heath. Available
•
from http://www.aqric.wa.qov.au or as Microsoft word file on CD Rom from
Department of Agriculture.
• Leakage Calculator Developed by Paul Raper. Available from
http://vvww.aqric.wa.qov.au
Press Releases Jan/ Feb 05
• Leakage Calculator
• Cost of Salinity Calculator
• Million ha tools - Farm Weekly June 2005
Paper in the 2005 Agribusiness crop updates.
• Salinity: calculating the cost By T Lacey and R O'Donnell.
•

Leakage Calculator

February 16 &17 2005. Paper presentation at 2005 Agribusiness Crop Update, Perth WA.
"Farming system analysis using the STEP tool". Caroline Peek and Megan Abrahams
Other Presentations
• 13 July 2004. Presentation at Moora Community Forum, Moora Recreation Centre.
"Economics of installing deep drains — a case study". Megan Abrahams, Caroline Peek,
Russell Speed
•
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•

21 July 2004. Presentation at Regional Review, Department of Agriculture, Northern
Agricultural Region, Cervantes -"Is deep drainage a profitable option?" Megan Abrahams,
Caroline Peek, 12 Russell Speed

•

November 2004. Paper presentation at First National Salinity and Engineering
Conference, Engineering Salinity Solutions, Perth Western Australia November 9-12
2004. "Profitability of drains to reclaim saline land is driven by wheat production". Megan
Abrahams, Russell Speed, Caroline Peek
2 March 2005, GRDC Crop Doctor Western Region. "One STEP at a time" Peter
Reading

•

Ag memo articles — Articles published in a number of AgMemo's around the
state (sent to all in Agricultural region)
•
•
•
•

Cost of salinity by Trevor Lacey — Oct/Nov2004 October 2004
"Is managing surface water a worthwhile investment?" AgMemo Vol. 30, Issue 8. October
2004
"Broad-based channels for surface water control" AgMemo Vol. 30, Issue 9. December
2004
November 2004. Northern Agricultural Region AgMemo (and other regions): "Are deep
drains value for money?" Megan Abrahams

Posters, Brochures and Displays
4 posters and a brochure have been produced for the Million Ha Project.
• Poster displays at the 2005 Agribusiness Crop Updates and at a number of regional
updates
8th 9th March 2005
• Posters at Dryland Drainage Workshop in Merredin
llth and 121h of March 2005
display
the
Wagin
Woolerama
Manned
Poster
at
•
30th Aug
1st Sept 2005
• Manned Poster display at the Dowerin Machinery Field Day
—
Product release and "A Million Ha for the Future" project wind-up.
Dalwallinu 2nd of May - 13 industry participants and 6 presenters
Katanning 3rd of may 34 industry participants and 6 presenters
South Australian Million Hectares
Additional products produced by South Australian component of the project are detailed and
attached to the South Australian final report.
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Workshop Development Process — Introduction
The 'Million hectare' project The 'Million hectares' workshops intend to provide information to help
participants identify, assess and manage their current and future salinity risk, focusing on both environmental
and economic risk.
P r e f e r r e d Pathway
Introduction

STEP

to Salinity

Workshop 1

Workshop

Introduction

K e y Practice
Workshops
•

O t h e r S T E P Workshops

Lucerne

A2. Hands-on use o f STEP
model

Surface Water
Management

A3. Participants run analyses
using the standard farm

PURSL

A4. Setting up your own
farm business in STEP

Deep Drainage
High water use
pastures

B2. Developing a standard
farm
B3 STEP analyses on a
standard farm by the
facilitator.

Introductory salinity workshop
From a broad-scale perspective, the introductory workshop developed by the Million hectares project is
about identifying salinity as an environmental hazard, and assessing the current and future risk o f salinity to
the farm business. It is recommended that the introductory workshop be completed before the more specific
'key practice' workshops. Participants will be provided with an introduction to various options available and
what is the preferred pathway and be better informed as to which area/s o f management are likely to have the
greatest impact on managing salinity risk to their own farm, and choose the most appropriate 'key practice'
workshop accordingly.

K e y Practice Workshops
The range o f 'key practice' workshops aim to provide specific technical detail for implementing the different
salinity management options. They will present sufficiently detailed information to help participants decide
whether or not to make a change, and how to implement that change in practical terms.
Each individual workshop will also follow the general ' S A M ' (Spot the hazard, Assess the risk, Manage the
change) principle in format.
Tools workshops
A number o f tools to help assess options will be incorporated into the various individual management
workshops, as appropriate. There are some other tools however, which are too complex/time-consuming to
include within another workshop, or more about making choices at a farm business level, rather than
management option level. In these cases, workshops designed specifically to understand and learn to use
these tools will be offered.
The tools workshops could be attended before or after the key management workshops, depending on what
the tool offers. The introductory 'STEP' workshop must be completed before other 'STEP' workshop.

DA W660 Workshop Dev.doc
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Workshop Development Process — Preparing to Develop a Workshop
Before commencing to develop a workshop, consideration should be given to the resources that required in
the development, delivery, evaluation and maintenance o f the workshop. Consideration o f the return on
investment and then putting together a business case will assist proposed funders with deciding on support
for the workshop.
R e t u r n on Investment
In developing the workshop, it may be necessary to provide to the funders, evidence o f return on investment.
This can be a very complex and difficult issue to demonstrate. However, by giving some thought to the
following, you may be able to provide some way o f measuring the return on investment and show value for
the training undertaken.

Total Benefits of
Training in dollars
(TB)

Multiply by 100

Divide by Total
T r u e Percentage of
Training P r o g r a m Cost ROI
(TTC)
100

#DIV/0!

Workshop Development Process — Underpinning principles

U n d e r p i n n i n g p r i n c i p l e s t o process
Environmental i m p r o v e m e n t a p p r o a c h (SAM' (Spot the hazard, Assess the risk, Manage the change))

Adult learning principles
Action learning cycle
Others
U n d e r p i n n i n g p r i n c i p l e s t o t e c h n i c a l content

Information must address economic as well as environmental risk
Must involve all stakeholders
Understanding fundamentals
Needs to be up-to-date knowledge
Provide costs and benefits associated with changes/benchmarks (cost and benefit assessment
template)
Others
DA W660 Workshop Dev.doc
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Workshop Development Process — Support team

Within the Department o f Agriculture, there are some very experienced people who are able to
provide support to individuals and groups, as they embark on the journey o f developing workshops
and associated materials.
People who have indicated that they are prepared to support are listed below:
Jenny Crisp
Pamela I'Anson
Get profiles o f each o f these people to be included in this section which identifies their expertise.

Workshop Development Process — Phases o f development

Phase 1

Getting started

Phase 2

Develop learning outcomes

Phase 3

Design workshop activities

Phase 4

Develop workshop support documents

Phase 5

Market the workshop

Phase 6

Review or pilot the workshop with peers, audience and evaluate

Phase 7

Conduct and evaluate workshop

Supporting information
Appendix
A

Definitions of key terms

B

Checklist

C

Workshop Development Process Template
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Appendix A: Definitions o f Key Terms
Action Learning Cycle
Adult Learning

Awareness
Colloquium
Competency
Concurrent Sessions
Conference
Course
Farm walks

Field day
Forum
Key Message
Keynote address
Knowledge

Learning outcomes
Learning Styles
Plenary Session
Return on Investment
Seminar
Underpinning knowledge
Understanding
Workshop

DA W660 Workshop Dev.doc

Cycle o f learning which includes planning, acting, reflecting and concluding.
The process o f adults gaining knowledge and expertise. Includes the idea that
learners universally want to have control over their learning process and that
learning increases as a result comes adult education. (Knowles, 1998, p. 124)
A 'superficial' understanding o f a concept or opportunity
an informal gathering for discussion, also known as an academic seminar
The specification o f knowledge and skill and the application o f that knowledge
and skill to the standards o f performance required in the workplace.
two or more presentations/speakers taking place at the same time or in the same
location
— meeting for consultation, exchange o f information, or discussion, with a
formal agenda.
A series o f workshops
are held on farmers' properties and are often organised by a farmer discussion
group or local producer organisation. Farm walks involve small groups of
producers and attendance is restricted and clients generally know each other.
Farm walks differ from large field days in their depth o f personal interaction.
are usually large gatherings where a general invitation has been sent out. The are
often held on research stations or trail sites, usually involve guest speakers
a meeting or assembly for open discussion o f subjects o f similar interest
Identifies specific pieces o f information that is necessary to retain and reinforce
learning.
central or key speaker
Facts or experiences or ideas (theory) known by a person. Organised or
processed data which conveys meaning in the context o f a current
issue/problem.
What participants will be able to do as a result o f attending the workshop, and is
just to set a broad focus before starting.
Refer to the broadest range o f preferred modes and environments for learning.
a session where all attendees gather to hear one or a series o f speakers
"To represent an actual value arrived at by comparing consulting costs to
benefits. The two most common measures are the benefit-cost ratio and the ROI
formula." (Jack Phillips, 2000, p. 202)
a small group o f people meeting for holding discussions or exchanging
information
Base or foundation information required prior to undertaking process.
The ability to learn, apply and manage concepts and principles, judge and make
decisions.
a group o f people engaged in study or work on a creative project
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Appendix B - Workshop Development Checklist
P h a s e 1 — Getting Started
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6

Activity
Identify broad learning outcome for Workshop
Timeline check
Identify Target Audience/s
Identify stakeholders in workshop development
Support for Workshop Development from Stakeholders
Logistics to Consider

P h a s e 2 — Develon L e a r n i n g Outcomes
Activity
Define Overall Learning Outcome for the Workshop
2.1
Define Specific learning outcomes within this workshop
2,2
2.3
How will participants be recognised for workshop participation
P h a s e 3 — Design W o r k s h o p Activities
Activity
Identify Broad Activity Type/s Associated with Learning Outcomes
3.1
Gather Technical Information
3.2
Develop key messages for workshop
3.3
Principles o f good session design
3.4
Putting it all together
3,5
3.6
Team Review for Workshop Development
P h a s e 4— Develop workshop s u p p o r t documents
Activity
Develop manual for participants
4.1
Develop delivery notes for presenter/facilitator
4.2
Review Session Design
4.3
Workshop Development Checklist
4.4

Completed

Completed

Completed

Completed

P h a s e 5— M a r k e t i n g the Worksho
5.1
5.2
5.3

Activity
Develop promotional material for module
Pre-activity promotion
Post activity promotion

P h a s e 6 —Pilot a n d evaluate t h e Worksho
Activity
Pilot the workshop
6.1
Evaluate learning outcomes for participants
6.2
Evaluate workshop design and delivery
6.3
Discuss and make improvements to workshop as guided by pilot evaluation
6.4
Finalise workshop design for delivery
6.5

Completed

Completed

P h a s e 7— Conduct Worksho
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4

Activity
Evaluate learning outcomes for participants
Evaluate module design and delivery
Discuss and make improvements to workshop
Finalise module design for delivery

DA W660 Workshop Dev.doc
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Appendix C: Workshop Development Process — Template

Name
Coordinator
Organisation
Address
Phone
Fax
Email
Mobile

N O T E : I n the following template, do n o t be restricted b y the n u m b e r o f lines, o r sizes o f boxes. Please
expand o r contract w h e r e appropriate.
Before getting started, it is worthwhile to ask the following questions:
• Do you have time and resources to develop, deliver and review this workshop?
• Do the outcomes o f the workshop fit with Department o f Agriculture projects?
• Is the timing o f the workshop appropriate to the needs o f the audience?

Phase 1 — Getting Started
1

L o g i s t i c s a n d C o n t e n t a r e a (refer to sections 1.1 and 1.6 o f Workshop Development Process)
Activity

B y Who

B y When

Logistics
• venue
• equipment
• promotion
• registrations
_ catering
•
Content areas/Broad Learning Outcome

.

•

(depending on the situation,
it may be necessary to develop all learning outcomes at this point — see 2.1)

P r o p o s e d S p e a k e r s (ensure that there are linkages between
presentations where there are different speakers)

DA W660 Workshop Detdoc
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Activity
Copyright / Intellectual P r o p e r t y Issues
Yes

r i

By Who

By When

N
o ri

I f YES, explain what is required:

Is this workshop p a r t o f a b r o a d e r training/learning
program?
Yes

LI

No

El

I f YES, list other programs and any action required:

How will participants b e recognised f o r workshop
participation (refer to 2.3)
National accreditation
Yes

n

No

El

I f YES

Name o f Organisation
Contact
Telephone/Email
Information Certification
National accreditation
Yes

[II

No

I f YES

Name o f Organisation
Contact
Telephone/Email

DAW660 Workshop Dev.doc
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T i m e l i n e check

2

Document approximate timeline against main activity steps.
Activity

Estimate
Time to
Complete

Getting started
• Logistics — venue, promotion,
registrations, catering, other
resources that may be required,
ie bus

1 hours

Phase

1

•

Proposed Speakers

•

Content

Workshop equipment required —
data projector, computer/s, white
boards, flip charts, pens, etc
Develop learning outcomes and
broad activities
Design workshop activities

Approx
date

People to be involved

•

2
3
4
5

Develop workshop support
documents
Market the workshop

6

Review or pilot the workshop with
peers, audience and evaluate

7

Conduct workshop

2 hours
5 days
10 days
2 days
Workshop
delivery
time plus
evaluation

Evaluation o f process to include
feedback on learning outcomes,
process (development and delivery of
workshop), speakers, logistics
• Participants (reflection questions
towards end o f workshop;
feedback sheet)
(reflection questions
Presenters
•
after workshop; feedback sheet)

DA W660 Workshop Dev.doc
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I d e n t i f y T a r g e t A u d i e n c e / s (refer to 1.3)

3

W h o is t h e t a r g e t audience/s?

4

Needs

Levels o f Knowledge and
Experience

I d e n t i f y s t a k e h o l d e r s i n w o r k s h o p d e v e l o p m e n t (refer to 1.4 and 1.5)
NB: Ensure all relevant geographic regions are included.
Stakeholder

Specify Technical
Input

Deliverer
Please V

Approx
Time

Name:
Contact:

Name:
Contact:

Name:
Contact:

DA W660 Workshop Dev.doc
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Potential
Costs

Phase 2

Develop Learning Outcomes

5

R e s t a t e a n d R e v i e w B r o a d L e a r n i n g O u t c o m e f o r t h e W o r k s h o p (Refer to 2.1)

6

S p e c i f i c l e a r n i n g o u t c o m e s w i t h i n t h i s w o r k s h o p (Refer to 2.2)

NOTE:
• When writing a learning outcome, describe each outcome separately and start with a verb.
• Involve all stakeholders
• Ensure producer needs and all relevant geographic areas are covered
Learning
Outcome 1

Learning
Outcome 2

Learning
Outcome 3

Learning
Outcome 4

DA W660 Workshop Dev.doc
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T e a m Review f o r W o r k s h o p Development
Answer the following questions:

For this workshop to be effective,
have you involved all stakeholders?
Key
***** = all stakeholders

Phase 1 *

• Phase 5 *****

Phase 2 *****

Phase 6 **

Phase 3 ***

Phase 7 ***

Phase 4 **

* = minimal number o f stakeholders
Are there any weak points in the
design?

What assumptions lie behind this
workshop development that will make
it difficult to achieve the outcomes?

Does the workshop development meet
the target audience needs?

Have you ensured that there are
linkages between presentations where
there are different speakers

DAW660 Workshop Dev.doe
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Phase 1 — Getting started
1.1 Identify intended b r o a d learning outcome f o r workshop
In one or two sentences, state the main intended outcome o f the workshop. This should be focused on what
participants will be able to do as a result o f attending the workshop, and is just to set a broad focus before
starting. Verbs you could use to specify different learning outcomes could include:
F o r knowledge
F o r comprehension
classify, locate, describe, recognise, discuss, report,
Arrange, order, define, recognise duplicate, label,
recall, list, repeat, memorise, name, state, relate,
explain, re-state, express, review, identify, select,
reproduce
indicate, translate
F o r analysis
F o r synthesis
Analyse, differentiate, appraise, discriminate,
arrange, formulate, assemble, manage, collect,
calculate, distinguish, categorise, examine, compare,
organise, compose, plan, construct, prepare, create,
experiment, contrast, question, criticise, test
propose, design, write
F o r application
F o r evaluation
Apply, operate, choose, practice, demonstrate,
appraise, judge, argue, predict, assess, rate, attach,
schedule, dramatise, sketch, employ, solve, illustrate,
score, choose, select, compare, support, estimate,
interpret,
write
evaluate
use,
NOTE: This list is not exhaustive and there may be other words that could be used.
Reference: www.ncgia.ucsb.edu/education/curricula/giscc/units/format/olacomes.html
Also, at this point in the development o f the workshop, think about whether you are trying to build
awareness, understanding or skill/application
1.2 Timeline check
The timeline check is to help you set some boundaries on workshop development in terms o f time. It is
handy to do this by setting an approximate date for completion o f each phase o f development. I f you have a
workshop date already set, you will need to work back from that.
The last column 'People to be involved' identifies who needs to be involved for optimal development at each
phase. Start to fill in this column now, but you may also need to come back and add more names after
completing steps 1.5 (Identify target audiences) and 1.6 (Identify stakeholders in workshop development),
for a more complete record.
NOTE: estimated times for the development o f each phase have been stated but this is dependent on the
number o f people involved and the amount o f research and information to be gathered.

Activity

Phase

Estimate
T i m e to
Complete

1

Getting started

1 hours

2

Develop learning outcomes

2 hours

3

Design workshop activities

5 days

4

Develop workshop support
documents
Market the workshop

10 days

5
6

Review or pilot the workshop with
peers, audience and evaluate

DA W660 Workshop Devaloc
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date

People to be involved

2 days
Workshop
delivery
time plus
evaluation
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7

Conduct workshop
Evaluation of process to include
feedback on learning outcomes,
process (development and delivery of
workshop), speakers, logistics
• Participants (reflection questions
towards end of workshop;
feedback sheet)
• Presenters (reflection questions
after workshop; feedback sheet)

1.3 Identify target audience/s for workshop
Target audience needs for the workshop should strongly influence workshop design. The questions you need
to ask yourself (and others) include:
•

Who are the target audience/s for the information? Estimated numbers of each?

•

What are their needs and expectations?

•

What are their levels of experience and knowledge on the topic? Are there a mix o f experiences?

•

Think about how you will find out this information and incorporate into the workshop design.

1.4 Identify stakeholders in workshop development
It is of particular value in workshop development to involve all stakeholders from the start. The benefits of
involvement are:
•

To ensure widest pool of knowledge, experience and skills

•

To increase ownership and commitment to process by stakeholders

•

To ensure greatest diversity and creativity of new ideas

•

To test your own logic and critical thinking, adding rigour to overall process

The questions you need to ask yourself (and others) include:

?

Who are the key players for technical input? Ensure all relevant geographic regions are covered, and the
full range of technical perspectives included.
Who are the key players for gathering information on producer needs?

?

Are there any other potential alliances, eg accrediting bodies, funding bodies, universities?

?

Can we identify any potential coordinators or deliverers of the workshop at this stage? If so, it can be
beneficial to include them in planning from an early stage.

?

Do we need help from the workshop design, development and delivery support group?

?

1.5 Support for workshop development from stakeholders
Stakeholders were identified in step 1.4 above, but it is also very important to actually approach and involve
them at this early stage. Before you approach stakeholders for support though, you need to think about and
document what input, time and other resources are needed from each stakeholder, and when? It is also smart
to think about how their involvement in the process or the final product itself might benefit them, as a
potential 'carrot'.
D A W660 Workshop Dev.doc
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Approach stakeholders with this information to ascertain a realistic level o f support. In some cases it may
also be necessary/prudent to also gain from stakeholder managers as well.
1.6 Logistics to consider (See Appendix G)
Particularly i f your workshop is not too far away in time, you may need to organise some delivery logistics
as early as possible. These could include:
•

Contacting your target audience to give them plenty o f warning. You would need to develop at least
some basic promotional material to do this.

•

Booking the venue, particularly i f you have a large group, you have special venue needs, or the
workshop runs over several days

•

Booking specialist presenters to ensure their involvement.

•

Booking any specialist equipment required, such as PowerPoint projector, drilling rig and operator,
other.

•

Arranging any permission for field site access

•

Arranging transport, insurance, anything else!

Supporting information f o r P h a s e 1

Appendix

W h a t i t can do for you

D

Partnering w i t h Commercial
Training Organisations

Guidelines t o establishing partnerships w i t h training
organisations

E

M e m o r a n d u m o f Understanding
Template

A template that c a n b e u s e d w h e n setting up
partnerships

F

C o p y r i g h t a n d Intellectual Property
Issues

Definitions o f copyright a n d intellectual property
a n d h o w these t w o issues are m a n a g e d within the
Department o f Agriculture

G

Logistics

Checklist for organising workshops; different forms of
workshops; seating arrangements for workshops

H

Workshops Equipment, Resources

Checklist o f equipment and resources required for
workshops

All following Appendices are not included in this document. For more information
contact Jenny Crisp at Dept o f Agriculture Western Australia on (08) 9368 3254
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